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ABILITY· 
BASED 

I n its last issue, the Quarterly 
presented highlights of ongoing 
curriculum reform at the 
Medical School. Next fall, the 

first-year students-the Class of 
1998-will be studying under the 
revised regimen. These students, and 
eventually the entire school, will 
encounter a substantially different 
mix of course content, course 
sequence, and clinical experiences 
than the classes that preceded them 

What I hear, 
involved in the learning process 
retain and are able to use much 
more of the material presented to 
them. " I forget; what I see, 

I remember; 
what I do, 

Firmly convinced that active learn
ing is the best way to teach students 
to become good physicians and self
directed lifetime learners, Dr. Stone, 
who came to the Medical School in 
1970 from a background of teaching 
and educational research and admin-

I understand. 
Chinese Proverb 

for nearly 70 years. 
Many other medical schools, sensing an urgent demand 

for change, also are planning or executing their own versions 
· of curriculum reform to meet the needs of the 21 st century. 

Another fundamental aspect of teaching reform, spear
headed by Howard L. Stone, Emeritus Professor and Director 
of the Office of Medical Education. Research and Develop
ment, has been brewing for the past several years: the manner 
in which medical students not only learn but also how they 
are assessed in terms of what they are able to do. 

Going back to the mid-'20s and even before, much of 
medical education has relied upon the model used in under
graduate education, that of teachers lecturing to large 
groups of passive students who memorize and absorb as 
much material as they can. 

"This is effective to a certain extent," Stone said, "but we 
know from educational research studies that students retain 
only 40 to 50% of knowledge given in the standard lecture 
format. We also know that students who are more actively 

istration, has been exploring teaching 
and assessment techniques designed to more actively involve 
medical students for more than 20 years. 

One of Stone's first projects was to help Medical School 
faculty members evaluate their teaching effectiveness by 
receiving feedback from students. He initiated the system 
of student evaluation of each teacher, an extensive program 
that has gradually been adopted by other schools in the 
University. This was a good beginning in "seeing ourselves 
as others see us" and is. still a .useful tool in evaluating and 
improving teaching. 

But how were professors supposed to improve them
selves? Physician-teachers have no formal training i~ ped
agogy; they must rely upon what they had experienced 
during their own medical training. This resulted in a 
mixed bag in which good as well as poor practices were 
being perpetuated. 

Non-physician teachers in the basic sciences also have 
little or no formal training in teaching, and probably 
follow the example of their major professors, who may 



have been good or poor r~le models 
as teachers. 

Many teachers of medicine, he 
concluded, needed guidance in teach
ing students just as practitioners 
needed guidance in the prevention 
and treatment of disease. In this 
respect, he was echoing the wise 
words of Dean William S. Middleton: 
"Medical education has suffered 
immeasurably from the old adage 
that teachers are born, not made." 

Dr. Stone tried to inform the 
Medical School faculty about what 
had been distilled over the years in the 
field of education concerning funda: 
mentals of teaching and learning, 
telling his "students" that good medi-
cal practice is good educational practice. "If you 
transfer the concepts you've been trained to do to 
provide good medical care to your teaching job, 
you will become a good teacher," he told them. 
"This means that you develop a plan. You gather 
information about the patient/student and you 
assess the patient/student. You apply problem
solving techniques to treat the patient and to dis
cover the most effective learning mode for each 
student so that what you teach can have personal 
meaning. " 

This means, he added, that the good teach
er must show great interest in the student, dis
cover the student's frame of reference-what the 
student has already learned and experienced
and tailor his teaching accordingly-not a quick 
and easy task for a professional who is pulled 
in several other directions as well. The stan
dard lecture, in which the teacher presents the 
material and walks away to another venture, is 
not enough. 

The question remains as to whether the stu
dent has genuinely learned the material he is 
expected to know. And precisely what should he 
know to become a good physician? Typically, a 
multiple-choice test is the means of finding out, 
and many students are adept at spewing back · 
memorized information in such a context. 
From test results, which measure the acquisi
tion of knowledge, the faculty member infers 
that the student has likewise acquired the ability 
to perform appropriately on the job. Such a 
leap of faith, however, has not been proven. 

Howard L. Stone 

What does the test tell about how well the 
student/physician will behave when presented 
with the challenge of a real patient? Can the 
student appropriately apply what he or she has 
memorized? Has his performance potential kept 
pace with his mental potential? Does the acqui
sition of knowledge guarantee that vital skills 
have also been acquired? 

Howard Stone and colleague Thomas C. 
Meyer, Emeritus Professor of Pedia'rrics and 
Director of Continuing Medical Education, 
developed a method that they adapted from a 
model successfully used at Alverno College in 
Milwaukee to evaluate what the student has 
learned and how well he/she can use it. Called 
ability-based assessment, or performance 
assessment, the technique confronts the stu
dent with a pre-arranged clinical situation for 
which the faculty member has pre-determined 
the appropriate course of action. After the 
encounter, the student is given immediate 
feedback by the faculty member. The student 
learns what is expected of him in a most direct 
manner-a hands-on learning experience in 
which the student can sharpen his skills and 
increase his competency for the challenging 
job of doctoring. 

Assessment focuses on the identification of 
"generic" abilities that cross discipline lines and 
uses explicit criteria developed by the faculty in 
increasing levels of complexity as the student 
progresses through the curriculum. 

Howard Stone 

A fter spending near
.fl.ly 20 years as a 
teacher and administra
tor in public schools, 
Howard L. Stone 
received his PhD in 
Education from the 
University ofWisconsin 
and was brought to the 
Medical School by Dr. 
Thomas Meyer to help 
improve the teaching 
of medical students. 

In addition to 
extensive interaction 
with Medical School 
faculty and faculty 
from other schools 
within the University, 
he has consulted with 
Harvard University, 
the University of 
Rochester, N .Y., the 
University of New 
Mexico, and Brown 
University concerning 
ability-based assess
ment in medical educa
tion and has published 
several papers. He also 
has presented keynote 
addresses on the topic 
of ability-based assess
ment to meetings 
of pharmacists, 
optometrists, and 
vetennanans. 



Thomas Meyer 

T homas C. Meyer, 
MD, Professor of 

Pediatrics and Director 
of Continuing Medical 
Education, has long 
maintain~d an interest 
in medical education. 
Although his energies 
have focused on devel
oping ability-based 
assessment for students 
at the Medical School, 
recently he has extended 
the concept to practic
ing physicians, in 
particular those about 
whom there are com-

, plaints to Credentials 
Committees or to the 
Medical Examining 
Board, and those who 
are the subject of law
suits brought by 
angry patients. 

He has incorporated 
ability-based assess
ment into the concept 
called remedial contin
uing medical education 
and currently works 
with several Wisconsin 
physicians a year. 

Thomas C. Meyer 

Criteria include how the student analyzes and 
appraises a situation, how he assesses his own 
and peer performance, his use of ethics in deci
sion-making, how he handles stress, how well he 
completes a task and learns on his own, how 
well he communicates, and how he manifests 
interpersonal skills. 

The unstructured observations of students' 
ward performances cannot consistently reveal 
skills to the sam depth and breadth as ability
based assessment, and memory-based testing 
does little to foster the student's instincts to 
collaborate, which areso essential in today's 
medical practice. 

Stone, who emphasizes that standard testing 
for knowledge is also important, is currently 
developing a similar methodology to assess 
problem solving in the basic sciences. 

Some have complained that ability-based 
assessment is time consuming and costly. Stone 
admits that indeed it is, but, after all, "good 
teaching is time consuming. In these teaching 
situations, however, the students quickly learn 
what competencies the faculty expect and what 
they need to learn or to improve on. " And that 
can be considered the primary teaching mission 
of a medical school. 

The assessment approach has the additional 
advantage of letting the faculty judge the effec-

It doesn't matter how you get 

there if you don't know where 
) . 

you re gozng. 

tiveness of the curriculum and their teaching 
efforts. Perhaps, some suggest, educators could 
look elsewhere to cut expenses. 

The concept ·of feedback has been incorpo
rated in third-year student rotations in 
Primary Care, Internal Medicine, and 
Ob/Gyn. After interviewing and examining a 
real patient, the student receives nearly imme
diate feedback from the mentor physician. 
Students praise the process and claim that 
they learn a great deal more than they could 
have gleaned from any textbook. 

Assessment of the student has also been tested 
in the basic-science course of gross anatomy, 
where closely-associated peers (tankmates) were 
asked to assess one another. This sort of assess
ment discloses how the student is perceived by 
peers as well as by teachers, and helps the stu
dent to correct deficits early in his career. 

Ability assessment by the professor can also 
take the form of written and oral questions, and 
of observing how well the student listens and 
appropriately responds. 

Some medical schools using a similar pro
gram have relied upon standardized patients to 
assess and provide feedback to the students. In 
the opinions of Drs. Meyer and Stone, this rep
resents an abdication of faculty responsibility. 
And it doesn't work well. The role of faculty 
members is central . to every aspect of ability
based assessment. 

So far, more than 100 faculty members have 
voluntarily participated in the program, which 
has been judged overwhelmingly successful by 
both students and faculty. Although perfor
mance assessment, an outcome-oriented 
approach to teaching, is still changing some of 
its methodology-and perhaps always will-its 
acceptance so far seems to foretell that it will 
become a staple at the Medical School to com
plement traditional testing. 

The Quarterly will keep readers posted on the 
program's progress from time to time. Q 



The University Club 
Alumni who ventured to the east end of campus have noticed a stately looking brick building at the 
Bascom Hall end of State Street. Inside, with 20 rooms, five fireplaces and overstuffed chairs and couch
es, it invites its members to quietly relax with a newspaper, chat with friends, or have a leisurely lunch 
away from the bustle outside. With a half-dozen meeting rooms and banquet facilities, it also serves as a 
meeting place for faculty and alumni, for parties, and for an occasional wedding. The food, we're told, 
is homemade, fresh, and reasonably priced. And there is no charge for reserving rooms. 

Although the University Club is a private, not-for-profit membership organization, it offers a year's 
membership to out-of-town alumni for $45; Madison residents must pay $90. Once you join, you auto
matically have privileges at 107 other such dubs affiliated with the International Association of Faculty 
Clubs in North America. 

If you're interested in obtaining a membership, contact Pat A1ea at the Wisconsin Alumni 
Association, (608) 262-9648. 



THE GENERALIST PHYSICIAN 
Rising Star or Fading Minority? 

I n the September 1 Journal of the 
American Medical Association, 

David Kindig and colleagues reported 
on their modeling exercises that pro
jected the numbers of specialists and 
generalists -family physicians, general 
internists and general pediatricians-this 
country can expect in the future under 

0 0 

vanous scenanos. 
If one assumes that a 50:50 ratio of 

gener.alists to specialists would provide 
Americans with the most efficient, 
cost-effective and accessible health care, 
the numbers the researchers found are 
discouraging. If today's figures remain 
about the same as in the recent past, 
for instance-that is, if 30% of medical 
school graduates choose to become 
generalists after 1993, which is the per
centage chosen in the mid-'80s-the 
total number of generalists in 2040 
would increase somewhat, but their 
percentage would remain at the same 
30% that it is now. 

If 50% of the graduates entered gen
eral practice, an outcome considered 
highly unlikely in today's climate, by 
2040 there would be 48.4% generalists 
in the physician population. 

However, if medical student prefer
ence for generalist practice drops to 
20%, the number of generalists would 
rise to a high of 26.4% in 2010 and 
gradually fall to 21% in 2040. (See · 
sidebar about medical student prefer
ences.) Such i decrease in the percent
age of generalists would particularly 
hurt those in rural and inner-city areas 
who are already medically underserved 
by generalists. The continuing growth 
of HMOs, which prefer to hire a large 
proportion of generalists, exacerbates 
the imbalance. 

Modeling shows that regardless of 
the initial numbers plugged into the 
equations, the number of years required 
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we have slipped progres
sively below that some

what arbitrary or magic 
mix that somebody has 

mandated-a 50% ratio .. 
of primary care physi-
cians to specialists ... 

to alter the mix of specialists and gener
alists is longer than anticipated. The 
researchers noted that "the finding that 
the unrealistic and extreme projection 
of 100% post-1993 graduates choosing 
generalist careers would result only in a 
50% generalist supply by 2004 is sober
ing. Achieving even a 50% rate of grad
uates entering generalist practice by 
1997 would be a considerable challenge 
requiring major educational, financial, 
and regulatory initiatives; yet it would 
still leave us shy of a 50% generalist 
practice target by 2040." 

Even if one concedes that there is no 
consensus on the 50:50 ratio nor on the 
total number of physicians needed per 
100,000 patient population, the fact 
remains that changes in medical prac-

Interest in Primary Care Continues to Drop 

David Kindig 

tice are painfully slow to come about. 
Educators, physicians, and policymak
ers should view the study's results with 
apprehension, it seems, and they should 
not delay remediation of the imbalance 
berween specialists and generalists-if, 
indeed, remediation is needed. That, 
too, must be determined. 

In the JAMA article, Kindig et al 
made several suggestions. Policymakers 
should set ideal targets of generalists 
and specialists per 100,000 popula
tion. Additional analyses should be 
made at all levels, as there are wide 
differences in needs geographically. 
Further considerations on wider use of 
nurse practitioners and physician assis
tants may be called for. Some special
ists might be encouraged to go into 
generalist-type practice. Better mone
tary reimbursement can be helpful in 
attracting generalists. 

/n the 1970s, about 40% of the nation's physicians practiced general 
.medicine. Now the percentage is about K 

Medical student preferences for generalists careers fell during the 1980s 
to a level of about 20%. 

T he 1992 graduation questionnaire circulated by the Association of 
American Medical Colleges reported that only 14.6% of graduating seniors 
specifically indicated a preference for a generalist career. An additional 6.6% 
indicated "certification plans" for a general specialty. 



Giles Bole 

In another context, Dr. Kindig said 
that there might be some kind of gov
ernment mandates to restrict the num
ber of residencies allocated among this 
country's 400 teaching hospitals. As the 
situation stands now, these hospitals 
determine residency slots according to 
the needs of their patient populations
not according to the needs of the public 
at large. A change in the balance of resi
dency positions would significantly 
effect the number of new specialists. 

At the University ofWisconsin 
Medical School, the call for training 
more primary care physicians-general
ists-was clear at the April 14 
C urriculum Retreat discussed in the 
summer '93 issue of the Quarterly. In 

P rofessor of Preventive Medicine 
David Kindig is particularly 
involved in the efficient manage
ment of health care. On campus, 
he directs Programs in Health 
Management and as a frequent 
traveler to Washington he serves 
as senior adviser to Donna 
Shalala, Secretary of Health, 
Education and Welfare. 

"Charles C. Lobeck 

his opening remarks Dean Laurence 
Marton sounded one of the major 
themes that was reiterated in one form 
or another throughout the day: "Many 
changes are taking place and new pres
sures are coming to bear. For instance, 
there is significant pressure to produce 
more primary care physicians." 

Giles Bole, Dean of the University of 
Michigan Medical School, followed up 
on Dean Marton's remarks. "One issue 
in medical education we must address is 
the number of practitioners in the gen
eralist or primary care specialties. As 
Larry said, we have slipped progressively 
below that somewhat arbitrary or magic 
mix that somebody has mandated-a 
50% ratio of primary care physicians to 
specialists ... I am convinced that the pri
mary care physician complement in this 
country is withering rapidly." 

Emeritus Professor of Pediatrics 
and Preventive Medicine Charles 
C. Lobeck has maintained a long
term interest in medical educa-

. tion as former Chair of Pediatrics 
and Associate Dean for Academic 
Affairs at the UW Medical School 
and as Dean of the medical 
school at the University of 
Missouri. 

" .. .If there is a need (for more gener
alists), we cannot rationalize supporting 
the current system (of education), if 
indeed, our primary mission is to create 
caring, humane physicians." 

As the day progressed, a multitude of 
suggestions about how to increase stu
dent interest in generalist medicine was 
aired. For example, we should further 
develop primary care sites, encourage 
generalist mentors and role models, and 
insure early clinical contact with 
patients/ generalists. 

Emeritus Professor of Pediatrics and 
Preventive Medicine Charles C. 
Lobeck, after studying the data in the 
JAMA paper, said he is more convinced 
than ever that medical schools need to 
develop new ways to deliver primary 
care. An era of managed care calls for a 
different kind of physician with special 
skills in coordinating allied health pro
fessionals and managing health care 
within the community. 

To train such a physician, he 
explained, "There would be heavy 
emphasis on biostatistics, epidemiolo
gy, community assessment, o"rganiza
tional behavior, financial and strategic 
management, familiarity with the 
roles of other disciplines, and applica
tion of the scientific basis of clinical 
decision making. 

"These community specialists would 
become participants in and leaders in 
managed care systems, multispecialty 
groups, vertically integrated hospital 
.healthcare systems, and governmental 
programs. They would not be expected 
to spend their entire day personally pro
viding primary care but would be 
responsible for the health of their com
munities, organizing and coordinating 
the delivery of care by others." 

Dr. Lobeck would like to see this 
kind of training in medical schools and 
in residency programs. He thinks 
Wisconsin could lead the way. Q 
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Fut!t; AIDS Research 
is Brainstormed at the 

University 
NIH structure; the gaps in research 
programs and in the implementation of 
climcally relevant findings must be 

demonstrations and media treatment 
that might have occurred in some other 
cities. Nonetheless, a few picketers 
walked in front ofVan Hise Hall, 
where the meetings took place. 

Madison also may have been chosen 
because some of the organizers were 
from the University. 

Several Medical School faculty 
members conduct research on AIDS. 
They include: 

*Miroslav Malkovsky, Associate 
Professor of Medical Microbiology, 
who studies the ways in which HIV 

N early 50 leading researchers 
and others concerned with 
AIDS met on the UW campus 

July 30 and 31 to discuss the future of 
AIDS research. The meeting was orga-· 
nized jointly by the Harvard AIDS 
Institute, the University of Wisconsin, 
and Project Inform, a San Francisco
based community AIDS information, 
dissemination and advocacy organiza
tion. Meeting participants included 
Anthony Fauci, Director of NIH's 
National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Disease; Robert Gallo, co
discoverer of HIV; Kristine Gebble, the 
newly-appointed AIDS Czar; universi
ty-affiliated scientists; scientists from 
private-sector organizations such as 
Human Genome Services, Merck 
Institute for Therapeutic Research, and 
Chiron Corporation; and representa
tives of advocacy groups. The meeting 
was unusual in that it included patients, 
policy makers and regulators as well as 
scientists so that a full range of concerns 
could be discussed. 

The meeting was unusual in that it included patients, 

policy makers and regulators as well as scientists so 

that·a full range of concerns could be discussed. 

During the first day participants 
focused on identifying critical research 
questions. During the second day they 
discussed the obstacles to AIDS research 
and how to help overcome them. 

At the end of the meeting the group 
predicted that within a reasonable time 
effective treatments will be discovered 
that provide long-term survival without 
clinical disease. They also agreed that 
insufficient resources inhibit the pace 
of both basic biomedical and AIDS
related research; more funds and talent 
should come from outside the current 
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identified and addressed; communica
tion and coordination among public 
and private investigators must be 
improved; a rational and comprehen
sive strategy should be implemented to 
mitigate barriers to complex drug trials 
and novel therapies; the government 
should develop incentives to attract 
participation of the pharmaceutical 
industry; more creative thinking is 
needed within the AIDS research com
munity; the President and Congress 
must take a leading role in educating 
Americans and others on why AIDS 
initiatives are urgent. 

The ad hoc meeting was chaired by 
June Osborn, head of the National 
Commission on AIDS (an advisory 
body to Congress and the President) 
and Dean of the University of 
Michigan School of Public Health. Dr. 
Osb.orn formerly was Professor of 
Medical Microbiology at the UW 
Medical School and Associate Dean of 
the Graduate School. 

It is believed that Madison may have 
been chosen as the site for the little
publicized meeting so that participants 
would not have to contend with the 

interacts with the immune system. He 
has developed a mouse model useful in 
investigating HIV and similar viruses. 

*David Pauza, Assistant Professor of 
Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, 
who is developing vaccines for a mon
key' virus similar to HIV. 

*Antonito Panganiban, Associate 
Professor of Oncology, who studies the 
reproductive mechanism of HIV and 
how its components come together to 
form a whole virus. 

*Maria Salvato, Assistant Professor 
of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, 
who investigates ways in which 
humans and monkeys respond to the 
AIDS or AIDS-like virus. 

*Howard Temin, co-discoverer of 
retroviru~es (the family that includes 
HIV), who pursues the evolution of 
HIV and its relationship to other retro
viruses and viruses in general. 

Several additional faculty members 
treat AIDS patients and some are 
involved in studying the effects of vary
ing drug combinations and new treat
ments. (See the summer 1992 
Quarterly, pg. 16, Update on HIV 
Infection and AIDS.) Q 



EDITOR'S COLUMN 

VictorS. Falk, MD, 39 

WORKING YOUR WAY THROUGH 

I s it possible for students, particularly medical students, to work their 
way through school with the present heavy curriculum? I do not have 

the answer to that question, but in past years students found ingenious 
ways to finance their educations.Some years ago, my University Class of 
1936 had a reunion, and I came up with some reminiscences of the 
unusual ways the students paid their way. 

One medical student picked up stray cats and sold them for 50 cents 
a piece. Several students applied for jobs as gigolos, although some were 
willing to dispense with remuneration jf a young lady paid all the 
expenses of the evening. An English major asked for a part-time job 
writing sentimental love letters for students who felt they could not ade
quately express their feeling (deja vu Cyrano de Bergerac). An engineer
ing student offered to break in new pipes for 25 cents each. One versa
tile young man taught tap dancing, adagio dancing, piano, typing, 
horseback lessons, figure skating, as well as pressing clothes and working 
in a museum. Unfortunately, he was so busy he neglected to go to classes 
and he flunked out. Another girl taught jiujitsu. Students were serving as 
detectives, night watchmen, policemen, food caterers, salesmen, dish
washers, waiters, janitors, clerks, reporters, mushroom growers, flag pole 
painters, chimney sweeps, tree surgeons, embalmers and undertakers, 
opticians, bee keepers, fingerprint experts, barbers, nightclub bouncers, 

musicians, housekeepers, maids, users, druggists, repairmen and blood donors. 
One freshman medical student was a patrolman with the Madison police force on the 

night shift and was provided with a key to the anatomy lab so that he could get an early 
start on his dissection after walking his beat for eight hours. Blood donors were reward
ed with $25.00 a pint, and the blood was drawn into an open beaker which an intern 
stirred to prevent clotting during the donation. My ·first Palm Beach suit and a reversible 
top coat (with tweed on one side and gabardine on the other, which could be turned 
inside out depending on the weather) each of which cost exactly $25.00 was purchased 
with blood money. . 

Mischa Lustok, venerable emeritus editor of the Quarterly, held down three jobs while 
he was in medical school. He worked as a dishwasher in a State Street restaurant for his 
meals (a full meal cost 25 to 35 cents); he had a janitorial position which provided his 
room, and ·on weekends, he performed with his trombone and drums in a dance band. 
The late Jim Nellen had a job rolling plaster bandages, which was an appropriate back
ground for his later career in orthopedics. Two students, although not in medical school, 

. had jobs that led to great heights. One was the son of Norwegian immigrants, and he 
worked as a telephone lineman during the summer. He later became president of A.T. & 
T. Another student worked as a cheesemaker at the l)niversity Dairy, and he became presi
dent of Kraft International. 

One of the more desirable jobs was to wait on tables at a sorority house. The meals were 
good, the work was not strenuous, and the environment was lovely. Small scale commis
sions were· paid for collecting bills for the dry cleaners and for referring customers to cloth
ing stores. There were always medical students along with other graduate students who 
served as house fellows at the men's dorms (now referred to as residence halls.) Dr. Bradley 
served on the selection committee for house fellows and was klnd enough to include a fair 
number of medical students. 

I hope to hear from some current or recent medical students and to learn if it is possible 
to work one's way through school, especially considering the high cost of education. Q 
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DEAN'S COLUMN 

•. 

Laurence]. Marton 

10 

W e are about to enter a critical time in the near-term histo
ry of our School. The first phase of an Integrated Health 

Science Campus will, hopefully, be included in the next 
Biennial Budget exercise. Included in this phase will be new 
facilities for the School of Pharmacy as well as a portion of the 
Medical School. 

While there is enthusiasm for this project on campus and 
throughout the State, there is also some degree of skepticism. 
The fund raising history of our School does not bode well for 
our ability to obtain our portion of the financing. The State no 
longer considers facilities as its sole responsibility. However, 
dealing from historic perspectives is not always the most appro
priate venue for moving into the future. We now have goals that 
provide a rallying point. There are many graduates, faculty, and 
friends of the School who have indicated their willingness to 
make personal contributions and to devote time and energy to 
our efforts. I am encouraged that there are many poised to 
provide support. 

While there is much excitement about facilities planning, we 
are even more excited about the intellectual activities of our 
School. There is no doubt that we have the quality product to 
put in new facilities as they are constructed. We are already lead
ers in a variety of areas and this leadership ro le will be expanded. 
In recent times, a new Chair of the Department of Medicine, 
Dr. John Frey, and new chair for the Department of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology, Dr. Doug Laube, have joined us. Dr. Jeffrey 
Grossman has been selected to serve as Interim Chair of the 
Department of Medicine, and we have offers pending for out
standing candidates for the Departments of Neurology and 
Pharmacology. In addition, our final two open chair positions in 
the Departments of Pathology and Neurosurgery have evoked an 
active search which, we hope, will be concluded shortly. With 
significant support from WARF, we are establishing a 
Professorship in the area of Clinical Nutrition, and recruitment 
is underway for this individual as well. The School is moving 
towards adopting an integrated practice plan-further evidence 
that our faculty understand the real ities of the present and the 
excitement of the future. 

As I indicated, the next year is critical. Any of you who are 
willing and able to assist should do so now. If we are to succeed 
in our ventures, the beginnings must be in the very near future. 

I look forward to meeting as many of you as possible over the 
next year, and would be delighted if, when you visit Madison, 
you stop and visit with us as well. 



PRESIDENT'S COLUMN 

Thomas H. Peterson 

PERSPECTIVE 
Who am I? 
How did I get here? 
What is my fate? 
Where are the cookies? 

I saw these words in an ad for a sweat shirt recently. That's my 
kind of sweat shirt. It says something about perspective. 

Which is something we talk about a lot, but don't do much 
. about. Like Mark Twain's famous comment about the weather. 

Perspective. I remember an art class way back in 7th 
grade, my teacher taught us about perspective. It had to do 
with all the lines meeting at some imaginary point some
where on the page-or even off the page. The point was (no 
pun intended) that for things to "look right," these lines had 
to converge and meet somewhere. 

I guess that's as good a definition of perspective as there is. 
In life, too, things need to finally meet somewhere. There has 
to be a point of reference, a common denomi~ator, a basic 
framework, so things make sense. Sometimes it's hard to see 
that point-especially in drawing when it may be in the next 
county somewhere. But my art teacher knew what she was 
talking about. It's always there. It always needs to be identi
fied-or at least acknowledged. Yes, there it is. Everything 
makes sense now. 

Those first 3 lines on the sweat shirt have been keeping 
philosophers busy for thousands of years. It's their stock in 
trade. Without questions like that, they'd be out of business. 
They'd have to find work like the rest of us. And they would 
have to take the "philosopher-dealer in ideas without 
answers-come in and discuss forever" signs off their doors 
and be like the rest of us. 

Not that I don't think philosphizing is important. We need 
thinkers and theorizers and·speculators. But we also need per
spective, or we drift into all kinds of crazy thinking. 

Those first 3 lines on the sweatshirt really set me adrift. As 
I read each question, my mooring ropes snap and the fog set
des in, and my throat gets dry and sweat forms on my nose. I 
feel lost, unsettled, afraid, alone. 

But then I read the 4rh line. And perspective grabs those 
floating ropes, the sun shines, and a great loving roar goes up 
as I land back on terra firma among my loving family and 
friends. Because everybody knows about cookies. They're 
something common and real and taste good. So let's share 
them and worry about those other things later. Perspective. 

I remember my daughter telling about taking her four
year-old son to his first big league baseball game. They had 
lower grandstand seats. The excitement and the crowd and 
the colors and the vendors, and everyone talking and the 
immensity of the stadium and the green diamond and the 
players and the organ music and the announcer-you know 
the feeling. And my gr~ndson see~ed to be having a great 
time, looking around, eating popcorn, drinking pop, and 
taking it all in with that wide-eyed wonderful look that only 
kids seem to be able to get on their faces. So my daughter 
said to him sometime in the third inning, "How do you like 
the game?'' And in between mouthfuls of popcorn, he 
answered, "What game?'' 

Perspective. "Come on, Mom. We're here to see all these 
neat people, and eat popcorn, and drink pop. Who needs a 
game?" Out of the mouths of babes-. 

So what does it mean in the vast scheme of things? It means 
what the 11 rh Commandment is all about-"Never take thyself 
too darn seriously." It means really relating to ourselves and 
others. It means keeping in touch with that great point in the 
sky where all things converge. I call it God. It means looking at 
the stars, but smelling the flowers. It means thinking great 
thoughts, but taking out the garbage and cleaning the house 
and helping our neighbors shovel their walk. It means holding 
hands and laughing and crying together- and sharing those 
cookies when we find them. 

Here, have an Oreo-on me. Q 

ll 



Diary of a 

HEART ATTACK 
by David Goe Welton 

David G. Welton 

Dear Friends: 

I ·had two heart attacks between June 8 and June 17, 1993. 
Because they were mild and might easily have been over

looked or action postponed, I wrote an account of 
them- mainly for friends who have not had a heart attack. A 
copy of this account is enclosed for your interest. 

To date, my ·recovery is excellent: I am walking one-half 
mile, a bit slowly, to be sure, and have just resumed minimum 
activity on a treadmill three times weekly in the cardiac exer
cise program which I have attended regularly for .seven years. I 
have also resumed playing the piano for my Rotary Club and 
my Men's Bible Class each week. So I consider myself most 
fortunate, especially since I just had my 83rd birthday. 

WHEN ''MY HEART STOOD STILL" 

THIS is the Voice of Experience, a periodic contributor to 
our Continuing Medical Education Program. T he episode, 
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recounted herein, is told first-hand by rhe patient himself and 
is directed to those of you who have not had a "heart attack." 

Tuesday June 8: Following a light supper I rested one hour, 
then wheeled the "red basket," half-full of newspapers, down 
our driveway to the curb on my hand cart, never lifting it. 
Back in the house, I was short of breath (unusual) so I sat in 
my recliner and the shortness of breath gradually left. This was 
soon followed by a sensation of very light pressure across rhe 
top of the front of my chest; there was no pain. This wore off 
but soon recurred. At this point, I recognized the warning sign 
and asked Elizabeth to take me to Presbyterian Emergency 
Room where I was seen promptly and a cardiogram made. Or. 
Rao, on call for my cardiologist, Or. Bennett, said the cardio
gram was OK. He was undecided whether to keep me for 
observation or let me go home. "Keep him" said a very firm 
voice-Elizabeth's voice! A wise directive, which he followed 
and which I appreciated. I was put on continuous heart moni
tor at once. After Bennett saw me the next morning he ordered 
a Thalium Stress Test for the following morning. 

T hursday, June 10: Many things in the hospital have 
changed since I took care of patients there- and mostly for 
the better. But there remain at least two constants: NPO = 

nothing by mouth after midnight, and being awakened at 
.5 a.m. the next morning-to be "ready" to go down to 
Nuclear Medici ne at 6:15, there to await Or. Bennett who 
arrived at 7 a.m. and proceeded with the Suess Test and 
T halium scan. 

Friday, June 11: Or. Bennett reported two significant find
ings: T he scan showed that I had had a prior heart arrack in 
the past which, while unrecognized, left scar tissue around 
rhe conduction mechanism, thus aggravating my long-stand
ing arrhythmia. The overnight monitoring showed that my 
heart stopped several times each night for as long as 4-6 
seconds. Conclusion: I needed a Pace-maker. 

Things moved quickly, smoothly and efficiently then; and 
3 hours later the pacemaker had been installed by Or. Rao. 
T he operation takes about one hour. Local anesthesia i~ sup
plemented by i-v sedation. The p-m is placed just under the 
skin below the outer right clavicle, and two electrode wires 
from it are threaded through rhe subclavian vein down into 
the right side of the heart. One remains in the upper cham
ber, the second one goes into the lower chamber. My right 
shoulder felt and looked like it had been hit by a truck; two 
weeks later it is still tender and blue. 



I was kept in the hospiril for six more days. During this time 
rwo new drugs were tried bur ramer severe reactions ensued. I 
managed ro walk up and down the corridors each day, a rotal .of 
one-half ro one mile. I left the hospital on Thursday afternoon, 
June 17. Shortness of breach began chat morning and became 
gradually worse throught the day and night. 

Friday, June 18: Elizabeth took me to Bennett's office. 
X-rays showed "some right side heart failure". Lasix (diuretic) 
was prescribed; first dose taken at 3 p.m. Three hours later I 
was back in the Emergency Room at Presbyterian Hospital 
because of extremely severe, vice-like pain across the waist 
line. More x-rays were made; the pain gradually lessened and 
Dr. Sutron concluded it was intestinal in origin rather than 
cardiac. I went home about midnight. Since •. Saturday I have 
been taking a different diuretic, Bumex, and tolerating it so 
far. Weight has dropped 5 pounds .. 

·Sunday, June 20, Fathers' Day: Shelley called from London; 
Scott from Maine; Sandy from Mississippi; Linda and Rex 
brought Fathers' Day Dinner. How very fortunate am I. 

Monday, June 21: Saw Dr. Bennett. Blood potassium 
checked. Return in 2 weeks. I am able ro walk only 10-15 
steps very slowly and to stand up long enough to brush my 
teeth before I'm completely out of breath. 

Wednesday June 23: Wheelchair delivered by Mr. 
Whisnant, one of the old guards at Winchester's. This is 
great: now I can get around the house without straining my 
heart and lungs. Still not sleeping well. Weight is down 7 
pounds to 134. 

Thursday, June 24: So weak I could scarcely move; due to 
the Bumex. 

Friday, June 25: Visiting nurse, Patsy Auguste, here today. 
Very thorough checkup; will come Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday. Talked ro Bennett regarding Bumex; he said try it qod 
or 2 times a week. Took one dose this noon. Ann Taylor 
brought a large baked turkey; what a treasure! Right hand 

. numb in a.m., right forearm heavy and various paresthesias 
noted during day. ? Pressure of p-m on the brachial plexus 
while recumbent. Small pillow under shoulder girdle and 
right forearm during night tried. . 

Saturday, June 26: Extra pillows made arm/hand worse 
plus pain in right shoulder. Believe I had too many under my 
head, thus bending me over and pushing the p-m down onro 
the plexus. Need smaller pillows. Today feel absolutely miser
able. Weak and depressed from Bumex. Will discontinue it 
temporarily. We're getting one large meal each noon from 
Friendship Trays at St. Martin's Church, courtesy ofTia 
McCutcheon, a patient and friend. Today, I discussed mild 
hypnotics with my pharmacist; he suggested Dalmane, 15 
mg. Will try ronighr. 

Sunday, June 27: Best night's sleep since I've been sick. 

Mild, no dopey hangover, just ideal. Feel so much better 
today. Right hand not numb, just a slight tingling of hand 
and forearm. Last night I used just one pillow under my head 
-so I was lying horizontal, and one cylinder under part of 
right arm. General strength is improving very gradually. I 
can walk quite a few steps more each day. Shelley called from 
New York 8:30 a.m. Expects ro arrive here around 4 p.m. 
We are so excited about seeing her. 

Sunday, July 4: Am rapidly weaning myself from 
wheelchair. Paresthesias of right hand and forearm about 
gone and right shoulder is -comfortable. Able ro practice 
piano 15 minutes bid. Tolerating 1/2 Bumex qod. Weight 
remains constant at 135. Improvement is slow but steady; if 
all goes well, I may be "back on my feet" in another four 
weeks. I am thankful. 

Tuesday, July 6: Examined by Dr. Bennett. Says I may try 
walking one block a day and increase it 25 yards daily. Will 
try this on his indoor track; roo hot outside. At home I am 
awaiting another shipment of strength! 

TITLE: AN ARRYHTHMIC'S LAMENT 
TUNE: I AIN'T GOT NOBODY 

I ain't got that rhy-thm 
that Bennett says I ought to have. 
Tri-ed a special ointment, but he says 
there's no help in salve. 
Some new pill, cure that ill, 
We are searching for that secret substance. 
I would like that rhy-thm . 
that Bennett says I need ro have. 
A Pacemaker Owner's Theme Song: Tune= I Got Rhythm 

Before: 
I got rhythm, crazy rhythm, 
I got rhythm but it's not the very best kind. 
I can flutter, I can stutter, 
I can do a fine arypical run! 

After: 
I got rhythm, brand new rhythm, 
It's a much improved and regular kind. 
No more flutter, no more stutter, 
I am programmed to medtronic's core. 

No more pauses, escape clauses, 
What I've got is steady beats. 

I got rhythm, brand new rhythm, 
On my way to make a cardiac score. 
Who could ask for anything more. Q 
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Early Work in PHYSIOLOGY 
by Drs. Eyster and Meek 
by William B. Youmans 
Emeritus Professor of Physiology 

Cynthia and William B. Youmans 

A lumni may be interested in some facts con
..r\cerning research performed by Dr. Eyster 
and Dr. Meek forty-five to eighty years ago in 
the Department of Physiology. During much of 
that period they were at the forefront in research 
on the "origin and conduction of the heart 
beat." Their.conclusions, some of which were 
vigorously disputed, now appear to be estab
lished beyond doubt. 

Dr. WJ. Meek was a member of the 
Department ofPhysiology from 1908 to 1948. 
Dr. J.A.E. Eyster came to the department in 1911 
and retired in 1952. Eyster and Meek collaborat
ed in research on cardiovascular physiology dur
ing most of this period and published many 
papers together, sometimes with Eyster's name 
first, sometimes with Meek's first. Sometimes one 
or two others (usually graduate students) were 
listed as co-authors. Also both Meek and Eyster 

Their conclusions> some of 

which were vigorously disputed 

now appear to be established 

beyond doubt. 

published separately a number of papers dealing 
with various cardiovascular problems. Although 
the papers of which they were both authors dealt 
with a variety of topics, most of them were con
cerned with the physiology of the specialized 
conducting system of the heart. 

Eyster and Meek published their first paper 
together in 1912 and the last one in 1942 
(Cardiac Injury Potentials, Am.]. Physiol. 
138:166, 1942). From 1912 to 1920 they wrote 
12 papers dealing with the origin and conduc
tion of the cardiac impulSe. In one of these arti
cles, appearing in Heart ( vol. V, 1914) they 
demonstrated that the heart beat in dogs origi
nates in the sinoatrial (SA) node. In 1910 this 
had been shown by Sir Thomas Lewis in 
England. In a key article (Arch. Int. Med . 
18:775, 1916), Eyster and Meek traced the con
duction of excitation from the SA node to the 
right atrium and the atrio-ventricular node. To 
perform these studies they had obtained the 
most sophisticated electrocardiographic equip
ment available at the time. 

The studi.es by Eyster and Meek led them to 
conclude that there are preferential pathways for 
the conduction of the excitation wave from the 
SA node to the AV node. Sir Thomas Lewis, 
however, concluded that the impulse spreads 
over rhe atrial musculature like waves spread 
from a pebble dropped in a pond and thus 
reaches the AV node. The derailed consideration 
of the differences of opinion about preferential 
pathways as of 1921 can be read in rhe review 
on "The Origin and Conduction of the Heart 



Bear," Physiol. Rev. Vol. I, 1921. That Hooker, 
the editor of this new publication, invited Eyster 
to prepare the review at that time indicates that 
the research on the subject at the University of 
Wisconsin was preeminent. Eyster accepted the 
invitation to write the review with the proviso 
that Meek would be co-author. 

The first studies by Eyster and Meek were 
performed only a few years after the discovery of 
the SA and AV nodes. Since then extensive 
anatomical and physiological studies have estab
lished that there are preferential pathways 
between the SA and AV nodes and also between 
the· right and left atrium. Results of gross dissec
tion and light microscopy studies were described 
by T.N. James in American Heart Journal , Vol. 

Eyster and Meek published 

their first paper together in 

1912 and the last one in 1942 

66, No. 4, 1963; and he and Sherf describe their 
studies by electron microscopy in the American 
Journal of Cardiology, October, 197 1 and 
August, 1979 issues. James, 197 1, describes 
three internodal tracts (anterior, middle an'd 
posterior) as well as an interatrial tract 
(Bachmann's bundle). 

The development of techniques for studying 
transmembrane potentials by the use of micro
electrodes has made possible the demonstration 
of distinctive electro-physiological features of 
cells in the preferential tracts. Paul F. Cranefield, 
who received the Ph.D. in Physiology at 
Wisconsin, was a co-author on Eyster's last two 
publications (1951) which dealt with injury 
potentials in cardiac muscle. Cranefield, now 
professor at Rockefeller University, has continued 
with the microelecrrode studies until the present. 

Dr. Quillian Murphy arranged for Paul 
Cranefield and Brian Hoffman to spend a sum
mer in Madison reaching him and Larry Davis 
to perform studies of transmembrane potentials. 
Davis received further training in Brian 
Hoffman's department, and he and students 

trained by him in the use of the technique 
(Perry Hogan, Ph.D., now at State University of 
New York, and Warren Tse, Ph.D., at Chicago 
Medical School) have continued to make impor
tant contributions to knowledge of the special-

The studies by Eyster and Meek 

led them to conclude that there 

are preferential pathways for 

the conduction of the excitation 

wave from the SA node to the 

AVnode. 

ized conducting system. A landmark book on 
the studies utilizing microelectrodes is that of 
Hoffman and Cranefield "Electrophysiology of 
the Heart," N.Y. McGraw Hill, 1960. (Also see 
DeCarvalho, De Mello and Hoffman, eds. "The 
Specialized Tissue of the Heart," 1961. Elsevier 
Publishing Company, Inc., New York.) 

Now, in December 1992, it is apparent that 
James (personal communication) still believes 
the following from the American Journal of 
Cardiology, August 1979, page 365: "But from 
all the investigators and their conclusions in the 
last three decades we are persuaded that there 
does exist a specialized cellular conduit inside 
the internodal and interatrial pathways, along 
which the electric current flows more rapidly 
than elsewhere in the atrium. Such a general 
property (more rapid conduction) need not 
require special shielding and isolation, any more 
than the Gulf Stream requires special pipes to 
function in the Atlantic Ocean." 

Among those who, in addition to Cranefield, 
worked as research assistants with Eyster during 
the latter part of his active period were Clarence 
Maaske, Ph.D. , who subsequently became chair
man of the Department of Physiology at the . 
University of Colorado School of Medicine, 
Frank Maresh 1941 (2 years) , Warren Gilson 
1940, and two graduate students in Physics, 
M.R. Krasno and Harold Goldberg. Q 

Correction 
In the previous Quarterly 
(summer 1993) in an 
article about curriculum 
reform, we indicated 
that the newly struc
tured curriculum would 
begin to be implement
ed in the fall of 1993. 
That was wrong. The 
new curriculum will 
begin execution in the 
fall semester of 1994 
with the class of 1998. 
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• Search lfl 
of the 

RENAISSANCE MAN 

•' 
by E. Richard Stiehm, '57 
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My major regret about my low-cost education at a large Midwestern 
university is that it didn't include a senior year. Instead, after three 
chemistry- and biology- crammed years, I entered medical school. 

So when I hear a baroque opera I don't recognize, a literary allusion I 
don't know or a historical fact I don't connect, I blame it on my missing 

senior year of college. 
T hat year, I am sure, would have transformed me into a 

Renaissance man. Of course, overcoming my ignorance about the 
Hindu religion, the novels of Thackeray and the early string quartets 
of Beethoven would have required a 90-credit semester load. 
Nevertheless, that year would have educated me. 

So a decade ago, at the of 45, I decided to do something about 
this deficit. I went back to school. 

My local community college,' Santa Monica College, takes all 
comers-high school graduates who can't qualifY or afford the universi
ties, teachers taking credits for extra pay, late bloomers and re-entry 

students and restless citizens like myself. 
So a middle-aged male wearing a tie- ifl forgot to take it off before 

class- is not so unusual. 
T he hours are convenient, 7 to 10 on most nights, and there is a 

smorgasbord of courses to take from: art history and auto mechanics to X
ray technology and zoology. 
Registration is not always easy. T he first course I signed up for was advanced 

English composition. T he first line (a 30-minure wait) established that I was a U.S. 
citizen, a Santa Monica resident, and a non- degree student. 

T he next line (40- minute wait) ended with the revelation "Sorry, you haven't taken freshman 
English, so you don't have the prerequisites." 

But there was hope. "You have an MD degree from the University ofWisconsin? Go see our adviser." 
The next line (50- minute wait) , the advising dean's line, got me permission to take the course . . 

T he final line (60- minute wait) got me signed up but only on the waiting list- the course was over
booked. So three hours in line earned me the privilege of paying $7.50 for a student registration card. 
To celebrate, I bought a Santa Monica College T-shirt and had a soda in the Student Union. 

I showed up promptly at 7 p.m. the next Monday with my student card in hand, wearing my new 
T-shirt and tennis shoes so I would blend in. T here were no seats, so some of the 70 students were 
standing along the wall waiting to take the class. 



I could ask dumb questions, chat with 

the kid working at McDonald's who 

liked poetry and silently weep with the 

young woman whose prose poured out 

the story of her sad marriage. 

I sat on the window sill while the instructor talked about 
writing in general, poetry in particular, and how the class 
would be conducted. 

At 8:30 p.m. , we broke for coffee, and still enthusiastic 
about my new career, I asked the teacher if I could sign up 
with the caveat that I wouldn't want to be assigped to the 
window sill for the whole semester. He welcomed me to his 
class and said there would be lots of s"'ats after the night's 
first writing assignment. 

This task, to describe the details of a five-minute 
encounter that happened in the last three months-to be read 
aloud next week-reduced the class to 25. Further attrition 
occurred throughout the semester. There were only 10 stu
dents by the end of the semester. 

In the meantime, I wrote, listened, analyzed, discussed and 
realized that the birth of my great American novel would be 
after a difficult gestation. Bur Monday nights gave me a 
chance to lose my doctor identiry. I was Richard in the class. 

I could ask dumb questions, chat with the kid working at 
McDonald's who liked poetry and silently weep with the young 
woman whose prose poured out the story of her sad marriage. 

About halfway through the course, after I had attended 
two consecutive our-of-town meetings, my instructor 
inquired gently about my absences, because he wanted me to 
finish the course and get my credits. 

He told me that he realized we all had daytime jobs that 
were exhausting, but that completing the course was an 
investment in the future. He asked me what I did for a liv
ing, and I told him only that I worked at a local hospital. 

I assured him I wouldn't miss more classes and would fin
ish the course-500 words per week fqr 15 weeks. I was happy 
to receive my B+. 

For the next several years, I took other courses- art 
history, music appreciation, philosophy, economics, 
English literature, even women's studies. 

In other classes I learned something about the arguments 
of Descartes, the novels of Anne Tyler, the theory of supply 
and demand. 

I also realized the truth of the adage that true knowledge 
is knowing what you do not know. 

Equally important, night school gave me a new perspec
tive on the role of the physician in sociery-since the waiting 

in line, the criticism of my feeble scholarly efforts, the worry
ing about exams and assignments and the devotion of the 
teachers- most of whom work as hard as doctors and are 
poorly paid parr-timers- are not pan of the doctor's universe. 

Best of all is the joy of learning about new subjects-with
out worrying too much about the grade or completing grad
uation requirements. Worst of all, I still haven't completed 
my missing senior year. Q 

This originally appeared in the Los Angeles Times on Sunday, April 
12, 1992. Dr. Stiehm received WMAA s Citation Award in 1988. 

Can anyone 
identifY this 
faculty member 
from the dis
tant past? 
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NECROLOGY 
Nelson A. Bonner, '31 
(2 year) 
Manitowoc, Wisconsin 
January, 1991 

Ardis J. Candy,' 50 
Seatrle, Washington 
May 11, 1993 

Norman M. Clausen,'43N 
Mazomanie, Wisconsin 
June 20, 1993 

Jack]. Coheen,'44 (2 year) 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
July 7, 1993 

Frank K. Dean,'34 (2 year) 
Madison, Wisconsin 
July 26, 1993 

Russell C. Dismeier,'43M 
(2 year) 
Oaklawn, Illinois 

Paul G. DuBois,'40 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
May 2, 1993 

Dean Charles R. Bardeen, Athlete 

"\VJhen the Quarterly printed a 
W short biography of the 

Medical School's founding Dean, 
Charles Russell Bardeen, no m en
tion was made of his athletic abili
ties. His daughter, Ann Bardeen 
Henschel '45, recendy brought to 
our attention a story about the 
stars on Harvard's track team car
ried in a Boston newspaper dared 
May 4, 1890. Harvard sophomore 
C.R. Bardeen was one of the fea
rured stars. 

In light of alumni interest gen
erated by Editor Victor Falk's col
umn about Medical School ath
letes, we offer readers the text of 

· rhe newspaper article concerning 
Bardeen. 

"C.R. Bardeen, the walker of the 
team, was born in Kalamazoo, 

Norton J. Eversoll,'20 (2 year) 
Hollywood, Florida 

Walton R. Manz,'28 
Eau Claire, Wisconsin 
July 23, 1993 March 1, 1993 

Mich., in 187 1, but has lived in 
Syracuse, N.Y. nearly all his life. His 
first appearance in athletic circles 
was in the spring "field day" sports 
of the Syracuse Y.M.C.A. in 1888. 
In these games he came in third in 
the mile walk, and second in the 
half-mile. He did not compete again 
until he came to Harvard College 
last fall, where he won the freshman 
mile walk and got second place in 
the varsity handicap meet. In the 
B.A.A. games in February last, he 
won the mile walk but through a 
mistake of the scorers, since 
acknowledged by the referee, a Mr. 
C urtis of New York, the cup was 
awarded Keating. On the 8th of last 
March, he won the mile walk in the 
Yale and Second regiment meet in 
New Haven. " Q 

Robert H. Gunderson,'35 
Fort Myers, Florida 

John 0. McCabe,'36 (2 year) 
Mequon, Wisconsin 

Donald J. Taylor 
(Former Resident in 
Orthopedic Surgery) 
Temple, Texas 
March 11,1993 

July 6, 1993 

John]. Halbert,'39 (2 year) 
Duluth, Minnesota 

Gertrude C. Kielhorn,' 40 
(2 year) 
East Lansing, Michigan 

Gregory P. Langenfeld,'40 
(2 year) 
Theresa, Wisconsin 
March 27, 1993 

Francis P. Larme,'41 
New Holstein, Wisconsin 
July 22, 1993 

HenryS. Liebenberg,'32 
San Jose, California 
June 16, 1993 

Roland A. Locher,'61 
LaCrosse, Wisconsin 
June 25, 1993 

July 5, 1993 

Frank D. McCarrhy,'31 
Sioux City, Iowa 
January, 1993 

Frank N. Pansch,'37 (2 year) 
Neenah, Wisconsin 
January 18, 1992 

Johanna E. Schlichting,' 55 
Plymouth, Wisconsin 
June 2, 1993 

Phillip B. Smith,'37 (2 year) 
Shelton, Washington 
July 2, 1993 

Martin R. Sullivan 
(Former Resident in 
Plastic Surgery) 
Chicago, Illinois 
August 6, 1993 

Gilbert C. Tomskey,'35 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
May 21, 1993 

Kathleen Winters 
(Former Intern) 
St. Louis, Missouri 

Isabel J. Wolfstein 
(Former Intern & 
Resident in Medicine) 
Davis, California 

· August 17, 1993 

Dan E. Woodson 
(Former Resident in 
Anesthesiology) 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
June 4, 1993 



Ne,w WMAA President-Elect and 
Members of the Board of Directors 

Henry C. Rahr 

President-Elect 
Henry C. Rahr '58 has 
practiced family medicine in 
Luxemburg, Wisconsin 
since 1959. He chaired the 
Credentials Committee of 
St. Vincent Hospital and 
Bellin Memorial Hospital, 
Green Bay. A charter mem
ber of the American Board 
of Family Practice, he has 
been a Fellow of the 
American Academy of 
Family Physicians and 
Active Teacher of Family 
Physicians as well as 
Adjunct Professor at the 
University of Wisconsin
Oshkosh, member of the 
Board of Directors of the 
Wisconsin Academy of 
Family Physicians, and Past 
President of the Brown 
County Medical Society. 

Board Members 
Richard J. Boxer '73, a 

Milwaukee urologist, serves 
as Medical Director of two 
prostate cancer foundations , 
Chairman of Surgery at St. 
Michael Hospital, President 

Richard J Bo~er 

of the Milwaukee Urological 
Society, and Advisor to 
Medicare. He is particularly 
active in political activities, 
having been closely associat
ed with the campaigns of Al 
Gore, Bill Clinton and sev
eral Congressional candi
dates. He has been a 
Delegate to Democratic 
National and Wisconsin 
Conventions, Co-Chair for 
Finance for Bill Clinton for 
President, and a member of 
the Democratic National 
Finance Council. He also 
serves in several capacities in 
advising President Clinton 
on health matters. 

Hulon E. Crayton '85 is a 
rheumatologist with the 
Kurten Medical Group of 
Racine, Wisconsin. He 
served his Internal Medicine 
residency at the UW and at 
Southern Illinois University. 
He is a Board Member of 
the African American 
Outreach Committee of the 
Arthritis Foundation and 
Team Physician of the 

Hulon E. Crayton 

Football Program at 
Carthage College, Kenosha. 
Previously he worked at 
Costal Emergency Services 
in Durham, NC; St. 
Vincent Memorial Hospital 
ER, Taylorville, IL; 
Physicians Plus Immediate 
Care Center, Madison; and 
Rural WI Hospital Coo·p
erative, Sauk City, WI. 

John P. Hermann '74 has 
practiced urology at the 
Sheboygan Clinic since 
1979. He also is a member 
of the medical staff at 
Sheboygan Memorial 
Hospital and St. Nicholas 
Hospital. After an intern
ship at the University of 
California-San Francisc;o, he 
served his urology residence 
at the UW He serves on the 
Board of Directors and is 
President of the American 
Cancer Society of 
Sheboygan County, as well 
as Board Member of the 
ACS Wisconsin Division. 
He also is a Director of the 
Sheboygan Area United 

john P. Hermann 

john B. WJman 

Way and a Fellow of the 
American College of 
Surgeons. 

John Bryant Wyman '58 
was associated with the 
Marshfield Clinic and St. 
Joseph's Hospital in 
Marshfield, Wisconsin dur
ing most of his professional 
career. Recently he accepted 
a position as Associate 
Professor of Medicine, sec
tion of Gastroenterology, at 
the UW Medical School, 
where he works with swal
lowing disorders and gastric 
motility. He served an inter
nal medicine residency at 
the Medical College of 
Virginia and completed gas
troenterology training at the 

. Mayo Clinic. He was a 
Visiting Scholar at Flinders 
University, Australia. Q 
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]onA. Wolff 

Gene Therapy 
Shows Promise 
in Parkinson's 
Disease 
Using the same 
kind of gene trans
fer system that 
they developed 
and previously 
used to combat 
muscular dystro
phy, Associate 
Professor of 
Pedi~rrics and 
Medical Genetics 
Jon A. Wolff and 
colleagues substan
tially and consis
tently reduced 

symptoms of Parkinson's disease in rats. The technique con
sists of inserting genes encased in bubble-like far particles 
into muscle cells, which are injected into the brain. The 
genes produce an enzyme that enables production of the 
chemical missing in Parkinson's patients. The results seem 
to make the method an attractive candidate for treatment in 
humans, although it carries the risk of rejection and is diffi
cult technically. The drug currently administered to 
Parkinson's patients may cause unwanted side effects and 
eventually stops working. 

Wolff directs Biochemical Generics at the Waisman 
Center on Mental Retardation and Human Development. 

The work appears in the April 1 issue of Nature. 

Surgeons Pioneer New Spinal Technique 
Assistant Professors of Surgery T homas Zdeblick and David 
Mahvi performed a 4 1/2-hour laparoscopic spinal fusion 
surgery, believed to be the first in the nation. The patient suf
fered from spondylolisthesis, a disorder in which a vertebra in 
the lower back becomes displaced and presses on another ver
tebra. It is traditionally treated with an anterior spinal fusion 
in which surgeons make a large incision in the abdomen, 
remove the disc, and fuse the two vertebrae. The patient 
must spend 5 to 10 days recovering in the hospital. 

In the new UW procedure, two small abdominal incisions 
were made to insert a laparoscope that allowed the surgeons 
to remove the core of the disc and replace it with a bone 
implant to stabilize the spine. The surgeons predicted that 
with in a year the procedure can be r~fined enough to per
form on an outpatient basis. The initial patient was hospital
ized for 4 days. 
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Study ofYeast 
Unravels Cellular 
Interactions 
Assistant Professor 
of Biomolecular 
Chemistry David 
Brow tries to pin
point the mecha
nisms by which 
DNA directs the cell 
to produce RNA, 
which carries mes
sages from nuclear 
DNA to rhe ribo
somes scattered 
about in the cyto
plasm. His strategy 

is to follow a single David Brow 

type of yeast RNA 
through irs biosyn-
rheric pathway, identifYing and characterizing the nuclear 
components with which it interacts. 

More specifically, he studies U6 RNA, which is highly 
conserved among eukaryores-ir is identical in many different 
organisms. He is interested in how the DNA's instructions 
are decoded by RNA polymerases and transcribed to pre
messenger RNA, which enters a spliceosome where it is pro
cessed and packaged into· a mature messenger RNA molecule 
that crosses the nuclear membrane and rakes the instructions 
to the ribosomes, where they are translated into proteins. 

· Spliceosomes delete pieces of "junk" RNA that could inter
fere with protein synthesis if they were left in place. He 
works on the assumption that the main role of U6 RNA is to 
catalyze the deletion of introns. 

Brow and his colleagues design oligonucleotides that are 
subsequently made by the UW Biotechnology Center's 
Protein/DNA Sequence/Synthesis Facility. Each designer 
nucleotide contains a sequence that has been altered; it is 
then inserted into the U6 gene. If the researchers find that 
the cell then functions normally, they conclude that the par
ticular altered nucleorid~ is not a significant part of the U6 
genetic code. If the yeast cell dies or functions abnormally, 
they conclude that the altered nucleotide is important to the 
function ofU6. 

Brow's work illustrates the kind of investigations into fun
damental biochemical processes being carried out in the 
Department of Biomolecular Chemistry, which was formerly 
known as Physiological Chemistry. 



Angioscopy Is Tested at UW 
Hospital 
For more than a year, UW cardiologists 
have been testing a new fiberoptic tech
nology to look at coronary arteries. The 
angioscopy procedure allows the trans
mission to a video screen of detailed, 3-
D images that reveal the nature of 
blockage, help physicians decide on the 
best treatment, and- afterwards- show 
if treatment has been successful. 
Conventional angiography produces a 
two-dimensional X-ray motion picture 
that shows the location of blockages but 
doesn't indicate their composition. . 

The FDA-approved angioscope is 
also being evaluated at 25 other sites. 
At the UW Hospital the device is used 
in combination with balloon angioplas
ty and is mounted on the same 
catheter. According to cardiologist 
Brendan Meany, the procedure takes 
about an hour and has resulted in no 
major complications. 

Sleep Apnea Proves To Be Common 
The W isconsin Sleep Apnea Study, 
directed by Associate Professor of 
Preventive Medicine Terry Young, found 
that sleep-disordered breathing poses a 
significant public health burden, with 
4% of women and 9% of men experi
encing 15 or more breathing pauses dur
ing each hour of sleep. The study, in 
which 602 adults randomly sampled 
from the working population were mon
itored during overnights in the UW 
Hospital's General Clinical Research . 
Center, also revealed a wide range in 
severity of unrecognized sleep-disordered 
breathing in the adult population. 

The study found many more 
women have sleep-disordered breathing 
than are usually seen in clinics-a 3 to 1 
male-to-female ratio, which is consid
erably different from the 10 to 1 ratio 
reported by sleep clinics. 

Findings of the investigation were 
published in the April 29 issue of New 
England journal of Medicine. Q 
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The Department of Obstetrics and GynecoLogy 
The CoLLege of Medicine 

into either internal 
medicine or family 
medicine in nearly equal 
numbers, and many into a 
transitional program. 

and 
The MedicaL University of South CaroLina 

request the honor of your presence 
Hillary Clinton, in her 

address before the 
American Hospital 
Association today, stressed 
the need for more primary 
physicians, and the 
University of Wisconsin 
Medical School appears to 
be filling this need. 

for the instaLLation of 

H. Oliver Williamson, M.D. 

as the first JM and H.A. Maas 
Professor of Reproductive EndocrinoLogy 

WickLiffe House 

.. 178 AshLey Avenue 
November 21, 1991 
4:30 to 6-30 p.m. 

RSVP 792-4509 

Due to a severely handicapped visual 
problem, I have asked a surrogate to 
thank you and others concerned for the 
commemorative plaque pertaining to 
the 50rh anniversary of our Medical 
School Class. I am deeply grateful for 
this recognition and shall cherish it. 

Writing to you at this time prompts 
me to enclose a xerox copy of an 
announcement which may be of inter
est to you and the editor of the 
Quarterly. 

I regretted the total inability to 
attend the ceremonies in May, but the 
ravages of eight score and three have 
taken an inexorable toll. 

Once again, my profound thanks, 
and please be assured of my distin
guished sentiments. 

Oe-at< tv ;tflflf: 

J. ;fl. ;t/aa~ ;fl. 0. 
ll(rlia.tra,o(}t~ I AI 

Having graduated in 1945, when many 
of us fulfilled our military obligations 
and then went into family practice, I 
am interested and satisfied in seeing 
that many residencies for the 1993 
graduating class are in family medicine. 
There are some 64 graduates doing 
their residency in the State of 
Wisconsin, and of these, 37 are going 

SJ.:ree-t<e-tj; 
{Ia! tl. ({twrrl~ ;fl. 0. 

~d) 
llat<tf(}f"" til 

Regarding your catalogue of Medical 
School Athletes, have you included 
Sidney P. Hurwitz? "Psyche," who went 
to Wisconsin and finished at Rush in 
'41, was a "W " man in boxing. 

O~at< lite: 

SJ.:ree-ntj; 
k/rflat<r/8. R(}S'~ ;fl. 0. 

P;uiJ,(}I(~ Clf 

I have been intrigued with your list of 
medical school athletes, some of 
whom have been very good friends of 
mine though I was not in Madison 
when these various people were active 
in their various sports. Be as it may, it 
seems to me that Ken Lemmer was a 
track mari and that he fi lled the 
vacancy in the track program when 
Charlie McGinnis dropped out of the 
University track picture to compete in 
the Olympics in 1928. As I remember, 
he did some pole vaulting and hur
dling. I hope that I am not on a wild 
goose chase. 

The death of Dr. Ken Lemmer 
leaves memories of what he had done 
and its impact on each of us. Over the 
many years that I knew him, I found 
him to be an ardent and enthusiastic 
worker and supporter of all things deal
ing with the University of Wisconsin 
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Medical School. It could be financial or 
filling a position on this or that com
mittee. I would point out in particular 
the University ofWisconsin Medical 
School Association. On a national scale 
he was recognized as an officer of this 
or that organization dealing with 
surgery. His giving real excellent care to 
all of his patients was widely recog
nized by patients and their families. 
The patient came first, not the tee rime 
on the golf course. What a loss to me. 
First it was Murph Shapiro and now 
Ken Lemmer. 

S'tl((}(!,f"(;tf ff()W""" 

S'tal"e- If. ;ff. chl-1(6'()"' ;ff. /?. 

[}e,Oj<' ftfl". tf~"ifftth-: 
I want to thank the Alumni Associa
tion for honoring me with a Medical 
Alumni Association Emeritus Faculty 
Award. I very much appreciate this 
recognition. 

I enjoyed my 36 years on the 
Medical School faculty. I found those 
years very rewarding, and I hope the 
students who went through the school 
during those years received something 
of worth from me. 

I want, in addition, to thank you for 
sending me copies of rhe picture taken 
at the banquet. That was very thought
ful of you. 

Disclaimer 

SJirce-!"e-~ 
[)(.(OJ<'d l M.tiel'j ;ff.l) 

&e-n'tM PI"4M6'QI" 

The "Ed notes" in Dr. Cofer's letter 
attributed to this Ed are not a product of 
this ancient scribe. I have been editing 
one thing (high school annual) or anoth
er for over 60 years. Dr. Cofer's letter is 
unusually long and a unique presenta
tion. I can assure Dr. Cofer that I was 
not only familiar with the Chanticleer, 
but also Hollywood (both at the beach 
and out near the Royal Airport [where 
Charles Lindberg flew into Madison to 

receive an honorary degree at the hands 
of President Glen Frank] where 
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Hollywood was located during the win
ter and the going rare was ten cents a 
dance), the Oriental Garden [which 
flourished until after the repeal of prohi
bition] located next to Brown's Book 
Store, the Cuba Club, Frenchy's, Tony's 
West Side Palm Garden in the "the 
Bush," Lohmaier's on State Street [also 
known as Foam ie Loh mies], the Amber 
Inn [the home of 10 cent beers], 
Fauerbach's brewery [famed for its mas
sive marble urinals and generous sand
wiches] and other memorable and 
delightful Madison retreats T.N.T.C. Dr. 
Middleton, who never missed anything, 
found my name on the Madison police 
blotter for speeding on University 
Avenue (no doubt enroure to the Cuba 
Ciub), and brought it ro my attention at 
8:00 the next morning. 

And this is my longest ever Ed note. 

[}e,Oj<' lff{.(/f(l(/; 

Though I was only an Intern in the 
WGH for one year, '48-'49, I have 
always thought myself a full fledged 
(furred?) Badger, a life member of the 
WMAA-indeed long enough of the 
investment ro beat the return, "math 
magic," of two six bagger mutual funds. 
I am elighted to note that this year you 
are also honoring the .Class of' 48 . 

This letter, part of my efforts to 
acknowledge the benefits lifelong of 
that oh so short year, is directed mostly 
to those who lived the times and were 
therefore bettered by the Dean-Dr. 
Middleton-and his peers, the Staff of 
the WGH, the UW and Madison, and 
by each other. 

My memories of Madison '48-' 49 
are vivid. Shimmering Lake Mendota 
as seen under a huge orange Fall moon, 
mouth watering talk with the Ob/Gyn 
Professor, a substantial fellow 
Southerner and friend/mentor, about 
medicine, LIFE, and the need for sus
taining nourishment, especially break
fasts, the latter reaching respectable 
proportions mostly below the Mason 
Dixon line. (Eggs any which way, 

sausage, whole hominy with hot 
sausage gravy, cold sweet potato 
drenched with steaming said juice, a 
large slice of fried hard country ham, 
a rasher or two-thick hand cut, well 
ballasted by stone ground corn muffins 
or, even better, steaming brown black 
golden spoon bread all topped, 
drenched with pressed-rub homemade 
soft butter.) We, (?) Dr. Little and I, 
chose as much of this (free) nourish
ment as we could each morning; our 
trays, of course, overwhelmed the 
Yankee selections of a sweet roll, barely 
a swallow of orange juice, and coffee, 
"Black, if you please", as observed, 
sadly, in the hospital cafeteria line. 

It's a wonder that you midwesterners
esteemed several curs above, by the 
way, other regional Yankees-were able 
to get through the day, much less 
accomplish so much over the years. 
Possibly that explains, I regret to say, 
why the addition ofVitamin D to milk 
and diddling around with spoiled sweet 
clover were truly the last great accom
plishments of the UW-aside from a 
few chancy wins on the playing fields. 
You still search for, I'm reliably told, a 
pharmaceutical addition to Hamm's 
that will raise that nectar to the stars, 
to the nutritional status of jumbled 
Wisconsin Golden Guernsey, multi
vegetable and fresh orange juice; it still 
eludes you folks at press time. (But 
then we haven't created it down here 
either in spite of better feeding and 
Billy's beer.) 

I've met no one who knew Dr. 
Middleton who doesn't have a few 
st<~ries. Me, roo. I was a marked man 
early-on, from the South, tall and 
droopin,' starry-eyed, a bit naive but 
roo outspoken, striving for and · 
suspecting medical skills beyond Sir 
William 0. In presenting an early 
patient I said " ... distal phalanges." 
The Dean said "phalanx." I said rather 
sharply "PHALANGES;" then, getting 
hip, I humbly muttered "phalanx;" 
henceforth I was "Phalanx." (About 



twenty-odd years later I chanced upon 
Dr. and Mrs. M. waiting in the holi
day-crowded line at a Williamsburg 
resort; he greeted me instantly with, 
"How are you, Phalanx?") 

All the gang will recall grand rounds -
ten to fourteen Doctors, the chief floor 
nurses, and the occasional Visiting 
Fireman. Maximum Intern suffering 
usually occurred in the large multibed 
ward at the end of the hall. On that 
particular morning the Visiting 
Fireman was a most distinguished and 
veddy formal British Professor from (?) 
Guy's Hospital. There was an unusually 
large crowd. Rounds were dragging. All 
were· on edge. Nothing had happened. 
"Oh Lord, let ir nor be me. " When we 
reached the end ward, Dr. Middleton, 
as I had seen him do so many rimes, 
reached up and threw his arm around 
the neck of the thin, taller, older, gen
tle, single Irish nurse, drawing her face 
to within inches of his, and said, "Miss 
M ... , tell me. What did you Do last 
night?" As always, his leer, his stance, 
his "Method" if you will, brought to 
mind every form of lewd and lascivious 
behavior that hyper-lusting young sin
gle creative minds could conceive. Miss 
M ... , as always, pulled back, blushed to 
a degree, with a seemingly guilt laden 
expression, replied softly, "Why, er, er, 
NOTHING, Dr. Middleton." 

The younger charge nurse with us 
that morning was most attractive, with 
a figure that was magnificent by 
Yankee-or even the demanding 
Southern-standards. We-yours truly 
backed up by (?) Bill Diess-were 
presenting an elderly farmer. Dr. 
Middleton ordered me to feel the 
spleen. As I nervously rushed to so do, 
going around the foot of the bed, the 
nurse flattened herself so I could get by. 
I instantly realized that there was no 
way I could pass without brushing chest 
to chest or my backside to her 
frontside. Any bodily contact with the 
opposite sex on rounds was lewd and 
lascivious behavior and subject to a fine 

I've met no one who knew Dr. Middleton who doesn't 

have a few stories. 

of twenty five cents, (U.S. $0.25) *, 
plus a Middleton lecture on rhe evil of 
taking liberties with the nurses, rhus 
making the week for smirking peers. I 
chose front to front and brushed by her. 
The air was electric, the peers joyously 
awaiting the bolt. Awesome . Dr. 
Middleton said, "Dr. Cofer, did you 
enjoy that?" Trapped. Doomed. "Yes," 
and I'm lewd and lascivious. "No," and 
I'm insulting the flower of midwestern 
womanhood: Inspired, just possibly 
from on High, I blurted out, as though 
wrung from rhe depths of my soul, "Dr. 
Middleton, I've never had an experience 
like that "-with as carnal a leer as I 
could muster. I believe that I truly, rara 
avis, stunned him; breaking rhe total 
silence, he said only, "Twenty five 
cents" (*) and it ended, though the Brit 
haw-hawed in an uncouth manner. 

But let us not give Dr. Middleton 
too much attention; there are others of 
rhe day, well known to us all bur nor 
mentioned by name for fear of omis
sion, thereby ruining a life, who are 
(still) most active, superbly talented 
reachers, physicians and part-time 
Torquemadas (yet). I could tell you a 
story about pain and suffering, pitiful 
really, from a session with Dr. H. M. 
Coon, normally the epitome of"None 
can be so gentle," that sets off my 
IBS-remembered even today; looking 
back, 'twas caused by the well-intended 
actions of a gung-ho youthful jackass. 

Somewhere along the way I recall 
that you asked us to keep the WMAA 
informed of happenings. (Do make ira 
bit easier for obit. writers.) If you've 
served much time or gone through 
more than three or so spouses, old bud
dies can preen a tad and say, "Well, 
Honey, you remember he was like that; 
he never really enjoyed slogging 
through the snow from the Interns' 

(prototype Addams') House for a 3 a.m. 
call; he never ever picked up a check or 
found a thrill (palpable murmur) at the 
Chanticleer." [A quiet, take your sister 
type, local tavern, frequented by WGH 
staffers; I am embarrassed to say, falsely 
portrayed by Dean M. as the font of all 
SIN, for there is no confirmation that 
he had ever been inside.-Ed.] (Cofer: 
Obviously the Editor, by repute most 
refined, had never been there either, 
especially around two on Saturday 
morning; even the philosophy majors, 
willing and desirous of first-hand expe
rience with all variants of SIN, nervous
ly skedaddled by one.) 

"Honey", whom I dated bur once, 
may recollect that I was truly the last of 
rhe big spenders, 'membering that we 
went to the student drama group's 
Greek play (?"Oedipus Rex") at the 
WSU, tickets ten cents, sharing a tear
soaked hankie; later while discoursing 
ori life and sex and how to get them 
together we sat on the table at "The 
Log Cabin" eating charcoal grilled 
bratwurst (from way way south of 
Sheboygan) mit lager Kaese und a 
crusty pointed roll washed down with 
great draughts of the aforesaid 
Hamm's. Ah, youth, the M.D., 
Interning..:..."Gods in White," writing 
our own orders, romance, the black 
dirt of newly turned Wisconsin fields 
as seen from the Chicago and N-W out 
of Chicqgo. Ice-skating- first time ever, 
gliding-more down than up-through 
the black and white cold, the feel of the 
lady's arm around your waist m~st 
needed to stay vertical, virgin ice, 
plunging new powder-snow, Wisconsin 
German-English sentence structure 
(Not "We still have twenty miles to 
go"-good Southern talk but "We have 
twenty miles to go, yet".), pain-causing 
stupidities-mostly the fault of youth 
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and lack of insight, Lake Mendota and 
its sisters-to an ocean swimmer the 
ghostly finger touch of the bottom 
grass, the gemutlichkeit of the neigh
borhood Pop and Mom taverns, and 
bratwurst, bratwurst, bratwurst! 

So much for memories. Back to CV. 
Left Wisconsin in '49, served in the 
Army-Japan and Guam; returned to 
the land of ice and snow, Rochester, 

industry; that is, patients and Doctors 
will mutually agree to compulsory 
binding arbitration ·and also, like it or 
not, we will conform to protocols
enstoned usual and ordinary diagnostic 
and treatment standards, accepting and 
indeed welcoming quick inexpensive 
peer review, and therefore be largely 
freed from unwarranted legal black
mail , nuisance suits. Arbitration and all 

My memories of Madison '48- '49 are vivid. 

Shimmering Lake Mendota as -seen under a huge 

oraf!ge Fall moon, mouth watering talk with the 

Ob!Gyn Professor. .. 

just up The River. (Could tell some 
stories about young Pete Eichman; next 
letter, though, can be bought off, rea
sonably.) Began solo practice Internal 
Medicine in home town, Norfolk, '54. 
Lived here since with necessarily toler
ant wife, two now grown, hopefully
PTL, children. 

Two years solo; then joined by old 
friends George Elsasser in '56 and Russ 
Evett in '64, striving for Quaker-like 
consensus and a best quality product, 
developing a unique very equitable 
mode of practice, evolving by '92 a ten 
man/woman Internal Medicine group. 
Helped with the (difficult) birth of our 
local Medical School, EVMS/HRMC; as 
community faculty member thoroughly 
enjoyed all that students provide, 
though must say that many of the 
flower kids were nettles. Was honored 
to receive the ACP Laureate award and 
retired from pari H care in mid '92. 
Since, working with a nonpolitical sort 
of think tank on some of the health 
matters we all froth and worry about. 

Radical malpractice reform-as we 
wish for-may be politically impossible. 
Malpractice reform may come in a way 
already in place for years and made 
workable by the equity, securities 
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that goes with it should better serve the 
genuinely malpractice-damaged patient 
by providing quick, easy, relatively 
inexpensive top caliber regional or local 
impartial (as much as attainable by us 
mortals) peer review; hopefully the leg
islators can be persuaded to allow the 
"Judge" (arbitrator) to make a distinc
tion between past and future medical 
care costs and punitive, or pain and 
suffering, dollars and that he set the 
attorneys' fees and allocate costs as 
deemed appropriate. Much fine print. 
But better days ahead for all, I think! 

Defensive medicine, born in our 
time ·is, I'm sure, more costly than 
anyone suspects, even more than the 
unimaginable costs ($25 billion) 
guesstimated. Its root cause lies in the 
explosion of malpractice suits-and the 
threat thereof; according to a lawyer 
friend whose home is the courtroom, 
"The threat exists more in your mind 
than in realiry"-Ballocks! This bad sit
uation is aggravated by the high (astro
nomical betimes) costs of medical care, 
expensive technology and facilities, and 
inflation; our own shortcomings at 
times contribute, particularly when we 
forget to be reachers, to be sure that 
each and every patient and their fami-

lies really understand risks, complica
tions, side effects, possible bad 
results-the uncertainties of working 
with human machinery. 

The truly horrendous result of 
defensive medicine, as we all know 
down deep, is being forced to what is 
truly malpractice; that is, ordering 
expensive, risky, sometimes painful t sts 
and procedures-which might nor be 
done were it not for the fear, even sub
liminal, oflegal attack; indeed our 
medical reasoning and judgement has 
been so altered by the SUE climate it 
will undoubtedly rake quire a while to 
get back to managing the patient on rhe 
basis of purely medical needs; an addi
tional calamity is that attorneys have 
placed themselves between the physi
cian and his patient, in reality forcing 
the abrogation of our historic pledge to 
do only what is best for the patient. 

Our practice span has seen, regret
tably, the almost complete disappear
ance of the simple therapeutic trial; that 
is, of course, treatment without much 
laboratory, x-rays, scans, hoses, not to 
mention poking holes here and there. 
This works frequently and cheaply and 
is relatively free of risk and further suf
fering. "Take these pills and call me," 
though based on simply talking to the 
sick, obtaining the story of his illness, 
and performing a thorough 
physical-the skills for which are 
ingrained in each of us from the first 
day of Medical School, sometimes also 
requiring simple, safe, relatively cheap 
tests, did cure many and cut costs, risk 
and fear, diagnostic and therapeutic 
adyances _since 1948. These, used daily 
and easily and generally safely, have 
reduced suffering and prolonged useful 
life to the longest span in history of 
Man-at least in the Western world. But 
their place is in meeting true health and 
well-being related need, not for their 
real or imagined or magnified help in 
defending oneself from legal arrack. 

And, as is well known to the many 
very very good Doctors so hit, it's not 



entirely the risk of everything you own, 
but the time, the nuisance, the hurt of 
a suit. It's a pall constantly overhanging 
for three or frequently more 
years-night and day, coloring deci
sions; the time, the insult to personal 
high standards, the challenge to gen
uine dedication, which is, not uncom
monly, serving Man with the stetho
scope rather than from the pulpit; 
strikes me that some of these thoughts 
may have originated with the Senior 
Curmudgeon himself 

A major underpinning of health 
care reform seems to be, simply put, 
the use of primary care Doctors as . 
gatekeepers; this will not work if the 
Doctor stays scared of a suit if he does 
not send the patient to the specialist at 
the drop of a symptom. Malpractice 
reform is essential. 

A real benefit of this past year's activi
ties was time to listen, so that this voter 
is now convinced of the profound com
mitment of the political leaders of both 
Parties-"to do something better with all 
of health care"-and not go off half
cocked. Having heard many if not most 
of these politicos in person, which large
ly improves the dish, am convinced that 
they do, by and large, appreciate the 
complexities of health care, the need to 
foresee if possible the "new problems 
created in a democracy by each new law 
passed" to quote one distinguished "Post 
Town." (Name on notarized request; 
waived if you send two bucks.) And that 
they NOW (with the slightest curl of 
the lip) know that they need as much 
experienced and penultimately-involved 
help as they can get, us. 

Another personal discovery, no stuff, 
is an awareness-and appreciation-of 
the depth of thinking, dedication, and 
devotion to the common weal that 
glimmers faintly through DC 
rhetoric-another rara avis. (You recall 
the old story about, I believe, President 
LBJ cautioning Mr. Krushchev to step 
carefully to avoid the rhetoric-when 
being shown a prize bull in the back 

Defensive medicine, born in our time is, Im sure, 

more costly ·than anyone suspects, even more than the 

unimaginable costs ($25 billion) guesstimated 

corral. If twaren't LBJ, it's still a good 
story and makes the point anyhow, yet. 

Health care corporations are here to 
stay; just possibly, some good might 
come from non-Federal, non
Washington, local/regional, legislature 
"r~ulated" health care corporations, 
accountable not only indirectly to the 
voters but directly to their stockhold
ers, and, as at present very aware, con
cerned, and providing for, directly and 
i~direcdy, the indigent, comparable to 
the more successful utility corporations 
such as VEPCO/Dominion Resources, 
Wisconsin Energy, ere. 

We have lived though the 
Depression, rhe end of the cold war 
and Stalinism, Vietnam, Korea, the 
Hippies, the repeated promise of bal
anced budgets and no increase in taxes 
and reduced spending-Haw, Haw, 
Haw!, the Youth revolt of the sixties, 
rhe Pill, rhe mores and the sexual revo
lution, exercise nuts,_ cholesterol and 
the dietary revolution, sadly (Dietitian's 
theme song down here, "Gone are my 
Eggs ... "), a start toward the true meld
ing of our people, the conquest largely 
of infectious diseases including 
polio-though now AIDS, and the 
Second World War, Hider's Germany, 
the atomic age. 

I had hoped to attend Medical 
Alumni Day, but am committed else
where. Next year, time and tide, with
out fail! My very best and very 
warmest regards to old Madison 
frie~ds, mostly fixed in memory; 1948 
was a vintage year; Don's one and two, 
Walt, Stan, George, Charlie, Art, 
Harry, Fred, Malcolm, Buck, their 
wives and very close friends, and one 
other-way way above all. 

(**) The "Inner Man" of many 

Doctors is nor satisfied without foot
notes and numbers-like spaghetti with
out that cracked red pepper stuff. 
Therefore: twenty five cents (U.S. 
$0.25) interpolated into 1993 dollars, 
allowing for 28.60% Federal and WI 
taxes, 5.00% for inflation, and simple 
interest compounded yearly at 5 24/32, 
plus a flat C note for my cut and the 
hand-toting equates, to@ U.S. $104 
27/32 (DM=1 70.94; sterling=68.12: 
WSJ, 6/15/93, page CIS )- which is 
one helluva nick. 

PS-Hon. Editor: 
As stated, much of this demands 

"Insider" knowledge, a thing one of my 
heroes, the late Harold Ross, abhorred; 
he was, you recall, the legendary 
founder/editor of The New Yorker, 
hereinafter "TNY." He, "R," b Aspin, 
Colorado, just may be a cousin (**); his 
picture in Brendan Gill's book, shows a 
strong resemblance to that of my, then 
fortyish, Mother; (nee' Nancy Carola 
Ross, now spry 95, b. near Accomac, 
VA.; she took rhe wrong turn years ago 
but is, as of this writing, still an unin
dicted bridge shark, who without 
remorse took trusting younger friends 
recently for U.S. $0.95 in only three 
hours.) "TNY," which while delivered, 
fed, nurtured by many-most, constant 
friends of my book besotted youth- was 
the creation of "R"; surly a genius, he 
was certainly eccentric enough to be 
included in Mr. Thurber's strange fam
ily. (Or, as Lord "Whiggy" Macaulay 
did to Charles II, did Thurber just 
prose him so?) [Showing off Cut it 
out-Ed.] 

(**) For the non-Southerner, let me 
explain that even a suspicion of kinship 
down here means a three layer non-kit 
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A major underpinning of health care reform seems to 

be, simply put, the use of primary care Doctors as 

gatekeepers; this will not work if the Doctor stays 

scared of a suit if he does not send the patient to the 

specialist at the drop of a symptom. Malpractice 

reform is essential. 

crusty chocolate-on chocolate-cake, 
perked Maxwell House Old Time 
roasted coffee in the gold rimmed 
almost see through Noritake company 
cups, and just possibly a "Jack Daniels. 
Black" hummer or two if well over the 
legal age and in long pants or responsi
ble slacks; proven kin get the whole 
shebang, which to describe would 
cause another sleepless night. 

I'll be glad to change and clarify and 
you/me cut, cut, cut; kindly recall that 
changing even the most minor jot or 
tittle causes pain matched only by very 
bad kidney colic in would-be Grubb 
streamers. (I've enjoyed writing this-a 
surprise!) 

All Middletoniana should be filed 
somewhere; 'Have other UW Madison 
stories, including one about the Zen 
Buddhists; rethinking a bit, some may 
best be shunted to the Grove Press with 
the libel shylocks close by, though I 
dare say there's a buck to be made on 
the side for selective non publishing. 

(End it Here???) 

Addendum: 
What I'm winding around to, I 

hope not too t:e-d-i-o-u-s-1-y, is one of 
my worries about the younger genera
tion- which is that so few really read. 
This demands that you think and 
imagine for yourself- if you are to stay 
with it. All seems provided by TY. 
[Hemingway sentence. Thank 
god!-Ed.] Listening to the radio 
demanded thought and imagination. 
'Member the clunk of the spaceship 
door on the Buck Roger's program? 
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The acnied lout created in his mind's 
eye not only that door but the entire 
ship, the ladies thereon, his own death 
ray, the dark dark villains, and just pos
sibly, that's why we have the microchip. 

A psychiatrist friend, born in 
Hider's Germany, who emigrated here 
in his late 'teens, told me that on a 
warm sunny Saturday afternoon while 
visiting with his children at the family 
home near Stuttgart, he came on 
some records of Der Fuhrer's early 
speeches; curious, he listened to 
them. A most sound fellow, not with
standing his shrink status, he said that 
he was quickly fired up in spite of 
himself to march with a torch, join at 
least the Wehrmacht, preferably the 
SS, "Deutschland uber alles!" He said 
Hider would emote flat truths, 
"Germany was destitute after WWI; 
Germany was made up of good peo
ple." And progress slowly, but steadily 
raising the emotional pitch, to 
"Germany was beaten, crushed under 
the heel ... A wasteland-because of 
the treachery, the greed- of interna
tional money men ... ," later the Jews, 
"and the ... conniving politicians of 
the WWI era. Germans are the great
est people on Earth. Many true 
Germans are deprived of their God
given birthright, their native land, 
their true citizenship in Mother 
Germany by the greed and trickery of 
these rascals ... " Hider carried his 
audiences as on a bore from absolute 
fact, from what they knew to be true, 
to what they wanted to hear and 
wanted to believe but was propagan-

distic nonsense or plain lies or the 
truth carefully skirted (e.g., for all, 
"Mein Kampf") if read from a page 
and considered. 

If you read, you think, imagine, 
question. A submarine ("Torsk") com
mander friend confirmed that the crew 
started out with comic books but ended 
the long voyages with Conrad, Miller, 
and Wylie, and bettered by the same. I 
had observed in the days before TV 
when we put patients, especially teen
agers, to bed for long periods, most per
force reading a great deal, that they not 
only improved their school work but 
the breadth of their personality. 

Medical (all?) students want a witty, 
short, pearl filled lecture with a mini
mum of crystal clear A to B to C 
explanations of what came before the 
Almighty with the answers to next 
weeks Quiz not too lightly bold faced. 
A new IBM logo might be READ AND 
THINK; conceivably, they might do 
better too. 

The point that my esteemed 
German-born shrink friend was mak
ing was that in contrast to the reader, 
listeners, especially to the charismatic, 
do not have time to stop, think, and 
question content, much less analyse the 
emotional overtones, the bias of not 
only the speaker but he, she, them
selves. This is evidenced by the many 
who donate voluntarily and repeatedly 
without coercion, excepting vocal and 
mail bourne, gives rise to few thoughts 
about that phenomenon of our time, 
the TV evangelist. 

Having broached this keg, a phrase 
th;n will appeal to my 'mates for sure, 
as a near neighbor of CBN-a phe
nomenon developed on our time-and 
slightly acquainted with its founder, Pat 
Robertson, charismatic teacher, clergy
man-evangelist, industrialist, university 
founder, and political leader- a few 
comments are in order. Though I must 
repeat the old saw that one thought 
that Henry the Eighth once and for 
all, commendably snatching a breather 



from marital chores and picking up a 
pound or two along the way, eternally 
separated church and state. The logic 
of this, adhered to by many voters 
recently, just today strikes me as a 
major reason for his failings at the 
polls. Unfortunately for the political 
aspirations of the Reverend Robertson 
and his followers, to my acquaintance 
solid, sensible, backbone-type 
Americans of many creeds, the historical 
specter of religious extremism, its pain, 
its intolerance, its drive to conform 
and restrict, to keep us from Sin as 
they define it, led and will probably 
continue to lead to a lack of majority 
political clout. 

Mr. Robertson is very likeable. At 
the start of his present career he was 
our well regarded assistant minister, 
unquestionably devout and dedicated-

- so said by one whose cynicism has been 
burned in, in spades. I think he is an 
uncommon man. I am certain that he 
is what he appears to be, a gifted-driv
en-innovative teacher and leader of 

Christians, who keeps a necessary eye 
on the bottom line-"without which all 
will go down." (Charendon to Charles 
II) [S.O. again. Smarty pants.-Ed.] 

Even the non-religious will agree 
that the Reverend Pat does effectively 
remind us that there just may be some
thing more than food, cars and bars, 
"pillowing," reading, and fishing, and 
that "Do unto Others ... " has consider
able merit. 

One asks "Who really reads the 
Bible, the Koran, the Torah?" Their 
"ery nature seems to reject questioning, 
inquiring, seeking, as many forebears 
without heads or with bratwurst-type 
grilling would testifY. Discussion and 
dissection by the knowledgeable of any 
and all of living and ideas and literature 
is in order, e.g. the medical lecture or 
the sermon, though much airing of dif
fering views is absolutely demanded. 

('Must admit that it bothers me, as a 
part-time way-Rightwing Woman's 
Libber, that all concepts of Heaven 
seem male-biased. "Oh well, that's 

understandable," the wife mutters, 
while I'm doing the dishes, hoping I'll 
get to bed early to sleep tonight.) 

The bottom line is that TV has 
become a very effective means of uni
versal instruction-to teach how to 

repair a house, prepare a better meal, 
and for some may help in learning to 
live as fully and as happily as disease, 
genetic twists, making a buck, acci
dents· and tragedies, the IRS, 
Richmond and Madison, DC, the 
kids, indigestion and gas, noisy 
neighbors, and the in-laws will allow. 
But reading and thinking can never 
be supplanted. 

When down hereabouts, stop in for 
that coffee, some of that cake, and if 
merited, and not driving for four 
hours, a "Black Jack" or two. (I just 
ain't that much of a strict churchman; 
besides somewhere I read that " ... the 
Almighty is ten times kinder than the 
kindest father"; the Guv'nor would 
never keep me out.) 

tiM<-1(01( l CoftW'J #.0. 

COMING EVENTS 

November 1, 1993 
American Academy of 
Pediatrics 

February 13, 1994 
Milwaukee W inter Meeting 
Sheraton Inn Milwaukee North 
Social Gathering 11:00 a.m. 
Brunch 12:15 p.m. 

CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION 

Psychiatry Conference, 
October 29-30, 
Holiday Inn East Towne, Madison 

W isconsin Reception 
Washington, D.C. 
Ramada Renaissance, Room 10 
5:30 - 7:00p.m. 

November 29, 1993 
Radiological Society of North 
America 
W isconsin Reception 
Chicago, Illinois 
Hyatt Regency 
6:00 - 8:00 p.m. 

March 20, 1994 
Spring Meeting 
Stevens Point 
Time and place to 
be announced 

April21- 24, 1994 
American College of Physicians 
Miami Beach, Florida 
Time and place to 
be announced 

May 20, 1994 
Medical Alumni Day 
Madison, WI 

Infectious Diseases Update-1993, 
November 18-20, 
Holiday Inn West 

New Therapeutics Conference, 
January 16-19, 1994, 
Telemark Lodge, Cable, WI 

Orthopedics in Primary Care, 
February 18-19, 1994, 
Holiday Inn West, Madison 

Fifth Annual Advances in Clinical 
Medicine, February 19-26, Caribbean Cruise 

All conferences qualifY for AMA Category I 
credit. For more information, please contact 
Cathy Means, Continuing Medical 
Education, 2715 Marshall Court, Madison, 
Wisconsin 53705 or phone (608) 263-6637. 
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MEDICAL SCHOOL NEWS 

The brighter, more spacious TLC 

New TLC Opened Last Spring 
Plenty of natural light as well as additional space and privacy 
highlight the UW Hospital's new Trauma and Life Support 
Center, which opened its doors April 19. 

The TLC consists of two mirror-image units with 12 pri
vate rooms in each surrounding a central work area from 
which staff can see all patient rooms. The facility also 
includes a waiting area for families with alcoves and its own 
kitchenette and bath as well as a small patio where patients 
who are well enough can soak up the outdoors. 

At the head of each bed is a floor-to-ceiling power column 
that consolidates all monitors, medical gas lines and other 
paraphernalia. This feature reduces the tangle of cords and 
cables that often plague TLCs and lets staff reach patients 
easily from all sides of the bed. Each patient room is entered 
through a three-panel glass door which can be curtained for 
privacy and which can slide into one unit that opens wide to 
allow easy access of a bed and its accompanying equipment. 
The door, as well as a panel of windows above the door, 
admit sunlight from abundant skylights outside the rooms. 

Culbertson Named Associate Vice Chancellor of 
Center for Health Sciences 
Associate Dean for Administration Richard A. Culbertson 
has been appointed interim Associate Vice Chan~ellor of the 
Center for Health Sciences by UW Chancellor David Ward. 
In this capacity Culbertson supervises many day-to-day 
administrative responsibilities of the Center. 

Dean Culbertson, also Clinical Associate Professor of 
Family Medicine, came to the Medical School last year from 
California, where he was Director of Administration and 
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Finance for the 807-
member Faculty 
Physician Group of 
the University of 
California-San 
Francisco. Earlier he 
served as Director of 
Planning for the 
northern California 
region of Kaiser 
Foundation Health 
Plan, a 2-million
member HMO, and 
as Administrator of 
Kaiser Los Angeles 
Medical Center, the 

Richard A. Culbertson nation's largest HMO 
hospital. He also held 

health-care administrative positions in Minnesota and Rhode 
Island. 

He holds a B.A. from Lawrence University in Appleton, 
master's degrees from H<J.rvard and the University of 
Minnesota, and a PhD from UCSF. 

Ford Heads Otolaryngology 
Professor of Surgery Charles N. Ford Jr., a faculty member 
since 1981, has been appointed head of the Division of 
Otolaryngology in the Department of Surgery. Known for his 
work in phonosurgery, he was one ~f the first physicians in the 
nation to inject collagen into damaged vocal cords to restore 
function and has successfully injected Botox, a derivative of the 
bacterium that causes botulism, to stop vocal cord spasms. 



MEDICAL SCHOOL NEWS 

Family Medicine 
Led by Frey 
John J. Frey has been 
chosen to chair the 
Department of Family 
Medicine. He comes 
to the Medical School 
from North Carolina, 
where he was 
Professor of Family 
1"0edicine at the 
University of North 
Carolina for 11 years. 
For 8 years he edited 
Family Medicine and 
was a member of 

john] Frey review committees for 
the National Library 

of Medicine. A student of the lives of small-town physicians 
and a Research Associate at the Center for Documentary 
Studies at Duke University, he worked with photographers, 
historians and film makers in presenting the experiences of 
family physicians. 

Dr. Frey replaces Eugene Farley. 

Robot Takes Up 
Residence in UW 
Hospital Pharmacy 
The latest employee at the 
UW Hospital's pharmacy is 
MAC, a robotic arm that 
virtually never makes a mis
take and does its job in 
record time. MAC 
(Medication Automation 
Center) moves along a 25-
foot track in the supply 
room, takes individual doses 
of medication from wall 
pegs, and puts them in carts 
destined for patients as its 

Robot MAC computer reads medication 
orders and matches them 

with bar codes on the individual doses. It takes care of about 
86% of the 3.1 million doses the pharmacy fills each year. 
MAC also puts back medications that weren't used the previous 
day and separates out those that have expired, although it 
doesn't dispense refrigerated medications or very large orders. 

Ward Becomes 
Chancellor 
David Ward has 
become the 27th 
chief executive of the 
University of 
Wisconsin, succeed
ing Donna Shalala, 
who left to join the 
Clinton 
Administration as 
Secretary of the 
Department of 
Health and Human 
Services. 

Chancellor Ward 
David Ward has earned a reputa-

tion as a first-rare 
scholar and teacher as well as a masterful persuader and moti
vator who is willing to become involved in issues. Those who 
best know him believe he will work well with the academic 
community, the administration, the Board of Regents, the 
Legislature, and the public. During his 30-year tenure at the 
UW, he was Chair of the Department of Geography, 
Associate Dean of the Graduate School, Vice Chancellor of 
Academic Affairs, and Provost. In recent years he worked 
closely with Chancellor Shalala. 

Born in Manchester, England he received a B.A and M.A. 
in geography at the University of Leeds; a Ph.D. in geogra
phy at the UW-Madison; and an Litt.D. at the University 
of Leeds. 

He is married to Judith Ward, Acting Vice President for 
University Relations with the UW System Administration. 
The Wards have two growri sons. 

Laube Chosen to Head OB/GYN 
Douglas Laube, the new Chair of the Department of 
Obstetrics and Gynecology, specializes in medical education 
research, clinical obstetrics and clinical gynecology. He had 
been a Professor at the University ofiowa and Medical 
Director of the Family Planning Project, a federally-funded 
program for medically needy patients. He holds a master's 
degree in education from the University of Iowa, where he 
received several teaching awards. 

Dr. Laube replaces former Chair Chester Martin, who 
remains on the faculty. Q 
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FACULTY NEWS 

Elizabeth A. Craig Leonard Stein Richard Weindruch Rania Ris 

James Sykes, Senior Fellow at the University of for contributions to public Associate Professor of 
Lecturer in Preventive California ar S~ Francisco. health; and the Arthur P. Medical Generics Raymond 
Medicine and Special Sreenbock Professorships, Noyes Award for oursrand- Kessel, has been awarded 
Assistant to rhe Interim Vice awarded for a period of ten ing contributions to rhe the 1993 VanHise 
Chancellor for Health years, were created in honor understanding and treat- Outreach Teaching Award 
Sciences, has been elected of Harry Sreenbock, menr of schizophrenia. of Excellence by the 
Chair of the nearly 8,000- Professor of Biochemistry Wisconsin Alumni 
member National Council and inventor of the process of Associate Professor of Association. He has built an 
on the Aging. Sykes, a irradiating milk to add vita- Medicine Richard outreach program that 
nationally recognized advo- min D. The professorships Weindruch has been chosen reaches 4,000 people a year, 
care for older persons, is a support outstanding faculty to chair the Aging and and he established the 
founder of the U.S. in rhe natural sciences. Metabolic Disease Research Summer Institute for 
Committee on World Aging Group at the Wisconsin Genetics Education, which 
and served on the Federal Leonard Stein, Professor of Regional Primate Research this year offered 40 courses 
Council on the Aging and Psychiatry, is one of five Center. The newly-formed and served 300 reachers. He 
the 1981 White House individuals worldwide to be group investigates the directs the Wisconsin Indian 
Conference on Aging. He awarded an honorary fellow- biomarkers of aging. Network for Generics 
also chairs the U.W- ship from the Royal College Services, rhe Rural South 
Madison Institute on Aging of Psychiatrists iri London. A large assembly of well- Central Wisconsin Perinatal 
Advisory Board. He is Director of Research wishers helped Hania Ris, Substance Abuse Project, 

and Education at the Emeritus Clinical Professor Building a Pastoral Bridge, 
Elizabeth Anne Craig, Mental Health Center of of Pediatrics, celebrate her Generics for Clergy, rhe 
Elizabeth Caven Miller Dane County and Mentor 80th birthday at the School Age Parents/High 
Professor of Biomolecular for the Medical School Class Unitarian Church in . Risk Youth Project and 
Chemistty, has been appoint- of 1995. This year, he also Madison. Medical School other outreach programs. 
ed Sreenbock Professor in has received the national faculty who addressed rhe 
Microbiological Sciences. She Keystone Founder Award as group included Professor of Mabel R. Hokin-
studies cellular responses to an architect of community- Medical Generics Renata Neaverson, Professor of 
environmental stresses, espe- based management for those Laxova, Professor of Psychiatry and Biomolecular 
cially the function of hear with long-term mental ill- Pediatrics John Stephenson, Chemistry, and Lowell E. 
shock proteins. Before joining ness; the Carl Taube Award and Clinical Assistant Hokin, Professor and Chair 
the Medical School faculty in from the Mental Health Professor of Medicine ofPharmacology, received 
1979, she was American Section of rhe American Elizabeth Karlin. Hilldale Awards, which 
Cancer Society Postdoctoral Public Health Association honor faculty members for 
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Lowell E. Hokin and Mabel R. Hokirz-Neaverson Ross Levine john Fallon 

major achievements in teach- Committee. on ryngeal swallowing function his 18-year tenure. Alumni 
ing, research, and service. Environmental and in normal control patients. may best remember him as 
They have been recognized Occupational Health, is a This five-year, $1.5 million Acting Dean, 1991-92. 
jointly for their 35 years of member of its National award, in conj unction with Dr. Getto also served as 
research on the ways cells Nominating Committee the work of JoAnne Director of the UW Pain 
communicate their responses and Council of Governors, Robbins, will provide inter- Treatment Program, 
to hormonal signals. Their and serves on the editorial relationships among physio- Director of the Psychiatric 
investigations have led to an board of ACCP publications logic parameters, nutritional Consultation Service, and 
understanding of how many Pulmonary and Critical parameters, and neurologi- acting Chair of the 
hormones work, how the Care Updates and CHEST. cal correlates with normal Department of Psychiatry. 
immune system and blood- aging and will offer insights He will assume his new post 
clotting cells are stimulated Bennett Vogelman, into the underlying mecha- in January of 1994. 
to respond, and why some Associate Professor (CHS) nisms for differences found. 
cells divide and others do of Medicine (Section of The studies will help guide John F. Fallon, Professor of 
not. For a more detailed Infectious Diseases), has age appropriate treatment Anatomy and Assistant 
description of their earlier received the 1993 development for elderly Dean for Graduate Studies 
work, which opened up what Chancellor's Award for individuals with swallowing in the Medical School, was 
has become one of the most Excellence in Teaching, difficulty. Robbins is elected a fellow of the 
exciting and rapidly develop- awarded by the UW Associate Professor (CSC) American Association for 
ing areas of cell science, see Professional Development of Medicine (Section of the Advancement of 
the spring 1991 Quarterly, and Recognition Gastroenterology). Science. He was honored 
page 23, "Work of Scientists Committee. He directs the "for continuing contribu-
Lowell Hokin and Mabel Department of Medicine's Vice Dean for Clinical tions to research on limb 
Hokin-Neaverson. " Residency Training Program Affairs and Professor of development and embryonic 

and co-directs the UW Psychiatry (CHS) Carl J. pattern formation. " Dr. 
Guillermo A. do Pico, Hospital's AIDS Clinic. Getto will leave the Fallon was presented with a 
Professor of Medicine University ofWisconsin at certificate and lapel pin at 
(Pulmonary and Critical Ross Levine '78, Associate the end of the fall semester the annual Association 
Care Medicine), has been Professor ofNeurology, has to join the Southern Illinois meeting in Boston. Q 
appointed to the Board of received, as a co-investiga- University School of 
Regents of the American tor, both NIH and a Medicine in Carbondale as 
College of Chest Physicians Veterans Administration Dean and Provost. He has 
(ACCP) . He also chairs Merit Review grant to study filled several key positions at 
ACCP's Steering the effects of age on oropha- the Medical School during 
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ALUMNI 

3 8 Ralph Poser was inducted into the National W Club 
Hall of Fame at the Universiry of Wisconsin-Madison 

on June 12. He lettered in basketball and baseball in 1933-35 
and was all-Big Ten in basketball in 1933-34 and 1934-35. 

64Family practitioner David P. Pierpont joined the 
medical staff of Marshfield Clinic-Ladysmith, 

Wisconsin. He has practiced medicine in Wisconsin and upper 
Michigan for nearly 25 years with a particular interest in avia
tion. He is a senior FAA medical examiner with first class 
physical exam qualifications. David and Heidi live in Chetek. 

6 9Walter Burgdorf has resigned as Professor and Chair 
of Dermatology at the Universiry ofNew.Mexico 

School of Medicine. He will move to Germany to do some 
writing, both medical and "real." As a .newly appointed mem
ber of the Editorial Board of the Quarterly, he will become 
the first international correspondent for our publication. 

77David S. Howes is Program Director of the ·Universiry 
of Chicago Emergency Medicine Residency Program. 

Spouse Ruth Rosenthal directs the Out-Patient Department 
of the Department of Psychiatry at Mt. Sinai Hospital 
Medical Center in Chicago. 

David and Ruth, who live in Evanston, Illinois, have rwo 
children, 12-year-old Joshua and 1 0-year-old Sara. 

David Spriggs has become Chief of Developmental 
Chemotherapy at New York's Memorial Sloan Kettering 
Cancer Center, the oldest a~d largest cancer hospital in the 
country. In his current position he is responsible for shep
herding new cancer drugs as well as pharmacology and labo
ratory studies. He will continue his investigations in molecu
lar pharmacology. 

Previously David was Assistant Professor of Clinical 
Oncology at the UW Medical School, where he was the lead
er of the drug development effort and was named one of the 
"Best Doctors in America." 

7 8 Sandra Engwall, Group Health surgeon and former 
Chief of Staff at Fairview Riverside Medical Center, 

has been elected Vice-Speaker of the House of Minnesota 
Medical Association and a member of the MMA Board of 
Trustees. Recently she also was appointed to the Minnesota 
Board of Medical Ethics by Governor Arne Carlson. She is 
affiliated with HealthPartners, the largest HMO in the Twin 
Cities area. 

8 OEstil Y. Strawn, Jr. has joined the staff of Georgia 
Baptist Medical Center, Atlanta, where he performs in 

vitro fertilization, advanced laparoscopic surgery and tubal 

CAPSULES 

microsurgery. Previously he was in private practice in 
Milwaukee, where he also served as an instructor for the 
OB/GYN residency program at St. Mary's Hospital. He had 
directed the In Vitro Fertilization Service at the Oregon 
Health Sciences Universiry and was an instructor for opera
tive laparoscopy at that institution. 

Estil completed his residency at the UW in OB/GYN and a 
fellowship in reproductive endocri nology/infertiliry at 
Oregon Health Science Universiry. 

8 3 8 4 Gregory M. Christman '83 and Ellen M. 
' Zimmermann '84 have recently moved from 

North Carolina to become faculry members at the Universiry 
of Michigan. Greg is Assistant Professor, Division of 
Reproductive Endocrinology, Department of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology. Ellen is Assistant Professor, Department of 
Internal Medicine, Division of Gastroenterology. 

8 6Katherine Northern Hanmer gave birth to a 
daughter, Julia Elizabeth, May 26, 1992. 

Anthony Phillips joined the staff of Mercy Regional Cancer 
Center in July. He served a residency in Medicine from 
1986-89 and recently completed a hematology/oncology 
fellowship at the UW 

Todd Reynolds, after returning home from the GulfWar, was 
transferred to Offutt Air Force Base in Omaha, where he has 
been on the faculry of the Air Force Fainily Practice Residency. 
He also volunteers as a Clinical Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Family Practice at the Universiry of Nebraska. 
Recently he was named Medical Director of the military 
Physician Assistant training program at Offutt Air Force Base. 

8 ?Jeffery J. Huhn now practices with Dr. John Herlache 
in Door Counry, Wisconsin. He also conducts general 

surgery and intestinal endoscopies at Door Counry Memorial 
Hospital. He graduated from the Coast Guard Academy and 
remained in service until he became the lead analyst for 
IBM's Selectable Program Oriented Random Access Memory 
Test System. He complet.ed his general surgery residency at 
Marshfield Clinic. 

Jeff and wife Terry, an EM nurse at the hospital, enjoy 
sailing and exploring Door Counry. 

91 John Feilbach works on the Stoughton Hospital's 
Medical Staff in the Emergency Services/Urgent Care 

area. He completed an internship in Internal Medicine at the 
UW and plans to complete a residency in Radiology in 1994. 
John, wife Ann and rwo-year-old son Christopher live in 
Madison. Q 
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The U. W. Outline for 
DIRECTING CONTRIBUTIONS 

If you are solicited by either ~he UW Medical Alumni Association, or by the UW 
Foundation, make certain that your intentions are clear as to where your contri
bution should be directed. Your gift can be directed to the Medical Alumni 
Association through the UW Foundation. 

I Undirected contribution-this will go to the general University Funds and 
can be used anywhere the University decides-i.e., Law School, Music 
School or General Operations. 

I I Directed contribution-this will go wherever you designate. It is hoped that 
primary consideration be given to: 

A. The U.W Medical Alumni Association 

1. Unrestricted-this can go into general operating funds to be used as 
directed by the Board of Directors for student activities, class reunion 
planning, The Quarterly, receptions at national meetings, student or 
teaching awards and other regular activities. 

2. Restricted-this can go to a Class Fund, the low interest student loan 
program, scholarships, guest lectures, Medical School teaching or 
resea.rch programs or any other specific project of the Medical 
Alumni Association. 

B. The U.W Medical School 

1. Unrestricted-this goes into the general fund of the Medical School 
to be used for building, equipment, teaching, etc. 

2. Restricted-this can go to a Department, an activity such as the 
Cancer Research Center, or a specific such as an endowed 
Professorship. 

YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS ARE GENEROUS AND APPRECIATED. The purpose of this out
line is to make sure that your contribution gets to the place you originally intend
ed, and is used for the purpose that you had in mind when you contributed. If 
there are any questions, call 608-263-4915. 
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